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Abstract. Let / be a homeomorphism of the 3-sphere onto itself, of finite

period n, and preserving orientation. Suppose that the fixed-point set Foff

is a tame 1-sphere. It is shown that (1) the 3-sphere has a triangulation

A'(S3) such that F forms a subcomplex of Af(S3) and/is simplicial relative

to K(S3). Suppose also that F is unknotted. It then follows that (2) / is

conjugate to a rotation.

1. Statement of results. The following question has been proposed by R. H.

Bing [B,]. Let/: R3 <h» R3 be a periodic homeomorphism of Cartesian 3-space

onto itself, with a straight line as its fixed-point set. Does it follow that / is

conjugate to a rotation? We shall show that this conclusion does follow, if we

assume also that/preserves orientation, or that the period of /is a prime. See

Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 below. In the sequel to the present paper, we shall show

that Bing's conjecture is true in general.

By an n- manifold we mean a separable metric space M in which each point

has a neighborhood homeomorphic to Cartesian «-space R". Thus M is not

necessarily compact or connected. If M is separable and metric, and each

point has a neighborhood which is an «-cell, then M is an n-manifold with

boundary. Int M is the set of all points of M that have open Cartesian

neighborhoods, and Bd M is the set of all points of M that do not.

Let M be a 3-manifold, and let A be a subset of M. Suppose that there is a

triangulation K of M, and a homeomorphism h: M*h> M, such that h(A) is a

polyhedron relative to K. Then A is tame. (For a general definition of a

polyhedron, see the discussion just before Theorem 3.3 below.) By the

Hauptvermutung [Mj], this condition is independent of the choice of K, and

so the above definition of tameness agrees with the classical definition, due to
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Artin and Fox [FA], for the cases in which M is R3 or the 3-sphere S3.

Theorem 1.1. Let M be a connected 3-manifold which is a subspace of S3.

Let f: M <r+ M be a homeomorphism of period n, preserving orientation and with

fixed-point set F. Suppose that F is a 1-sphere which is the boundary of a tame

2-cell D c S3, and that f has period exactly n at each point of M — F. Let Pr:

M —»-» fl be the projection of M onto the orbit space ñ of f. Then il is a

3-manifold, and Pr F is tame in ñ.

This is Theorem 11.8 below.

Let /: M <-> M be a periodic homeomorphism of a 3-manifold M onto

itself. If for each i, the fixed-point set F¡ of/' is tame, then/is statically tame.

(Thus the / of Theorem 1.1 is statically tame, since for each / > 0 we have

F¡ = F.) If M has a triangulation K(M) relative to which/is simplicial, then

/ is tame. In the sequel to the present paper, it will be shown that if M is

compact and connected, and /is statically tame, then/is tame. Theorem 1.1

is, in effect, a special case of this proposition, as the following theorem shows.

Theorem 1.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.1, M has a triangulation

K(M) such that F forms a subcomplex of K(M) and f is simplicial relative to

K(M).

This is a consequence of Theorem 1.1. Let U = M — F, and let p = Pr| U:

Ü -»-> U c Ü, so that p is an «-sheeted covering. We know that Pr F is tame

in fi. Let K(Q) be a triangulation of ñ in which Pr F forms a subcomplex,

such that if a e K(ü), and a n Pr F ¥= 0, then a n Pr F is a face of a. Let

K(M) be the lifting of K($l) to M. (To be exact, the simplices of K{M) are the

sets Pr- 'a (a G Ä"(fl), a c F) and the closures of the components of the

nonempty sets Pr~'(a — Pr F) (a G K(iï)).) Then / is simplicial relative to

K(M).

Theorem 1.3. Let f be a periodic homeomorphism S3«-*S3, of period n,

preserving orientation, and suppose that the fixed-point set F off is a l-sphere.

Then f has period exactly = « at each point of S3 — F.

The proof is in §2.

A tame l-sphere in a 3-manifold M is unknotted if it is the boundary of a

tame 2-cell.

Theorem 1.4. Let K{M) be a triangulation of a 3-manifold M, and let F be

an unknotted l-sphere which is polyhedral relative to K(M). Then F is the

boundary of a 2-cell D which is polyhedral relative to M.

The proof is in §12.

It was shown in [M] that if /: S3 <-» S3 is a homeomorphism of period «,

preserving orientation, and simplicial relative to some triangulation of S3,
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with an unknotted polygon as its fixed-point set, then / is conjugate to a

rotation. (For a simpler proof, see P. A. Smith [S2].) Thus the preceding three

theorems fit together to give the following.

Theorem 1.5. Let f be a periodic homeomorphism S3«-*S3, preserving

orientation, and suppose that the fixed-point set of f is a tame unknotted

l-sphere. Then f is conjugate to a rotation.

Obviously this is a restatement of Bing's conjecture, for the case in which

orientation is preserved.

Theorem 1.6. Let f be a homeomorphism S3 *-> S3, of prime period p, and

suppose that the fixed-point set of f is a tame unknotted l-sphere. Then f is

conjugate to a rotation.

To reduce this to Theorem 1.5, we need to show that the/of Theorem 1.6

preserves orientation. If p is odd, this is clear: if / reversed orientation, then

every odd power of / would reverse orientation, which is impossible, because

/' is the identity. We suppose, then, that/? = 2. It has been shown by Glen E.

Bredon that if «: N <-> N is an involution of a compact connected «-manifold,

and H is a component of the fixed-point set of h, then « — dim H is even if

and only if G preserves local orientation at some point of H. (See Borel [B4, p.

79] or Bredon [B5].) In the present case, « — dim H = 3 — 1. Since / pre-

serves local orientation at some point, / preserves orientation, as desired.

2. Proof of Theorem 13. A classical result of P. A. Smith ([S„ p. 708])

asserts that if «: S3 <-> S3 preserves orientation, has finite period (either prime

or composite), and has a fixed point, then the fixed-point set H of « is a

l-sphere. Given/and « as in Theorem 1.3, suppose that/has period k < n at

some point of S3 — F. Then k > I, k divides «, and « = km, where 1 < m <

n. Let g = fk, and let G be the fixed-point set of g. Then g has period m, and

F is a proper subset of G. This is impossible, because F and G are 1-spheres.

3. PL approximations and the Loop Theorem. Here we state various known

results, some of them in modified forms.

Theorem 3.1. Every 3-manifold is triangulable. So also is every 3-manifold

with boundary.

(See Theorem 2 of [Mg] and Theorem 9.1 of [MJ. See also Bing [B2].)

For each complex K, \K\ denotes the associated polyhedron. We shall need

to observe the distinction between these, because often we shall be dealing

with different triangulations KX(S), K2(S) of the same space S, in cases where
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there is no PL relation between AT,(5) and K2(S). If |A"| is a manifold (or a

manifold with boundary), then K will be called a PL manifold (or a PL

manifold with boundary).

Let U be a topological space, and let <¡> be a function i/ -» R, where R is the

set of all real numbers. (Here <i> is not necessarily continuous.) Suppose that

for each compact subset A of U there is an eA > 0 such that <p{P) > eA for

each PGA. Then <|> is strongly positive. Evidently every positive mapping is

strongly positive. In a metric space, d(P, Q) denotes the distance between P

and Q.

Theorem 3.2. Let K and K' be PL 3-manifolds, let U be an open set in \K\,

let g be a homeomorphism U^>\K'\, and let ^ be a strongly positive function

t/-» R. Then there is a homeomorphism g': £/-» \K'\ such that

(1) g' is PL on every finite polyhedron in U (relative to subdivisions of K and

K'),

(2) For each point P of U, d(g(P), g'(P)) < <KP), and

(3) g'(U) = g(U).

This is Theorem 36.1, p. 253 of [MGT]. In the early literature, starting with

[Mj], this theorem was freely used but never proved; it was not shown that g'

could be chosen so that g'(U) = g(U).

Let AT be a complex, and let S be a subset of \K\. Suppose that S has a

triangulation K(S) such that every simplex of K(S) is a linear subsimplex of

some simplex of K. Then S is & polyhedron, relative to K. If S is compact, then

each such K(S) is finite, and S is a finite polyhedron, relative to K. If S is a

polyhedron relative to K, and is closed, then S forms a subcomplex of a

subdivision of K, but for polyhedra in general this conclusion does not follow.

Theorem 3.3. Let K be a PL 3-manifold, let U be an open subset of \K\, let

S be a subset of U, and suppose that U has a triangulation K(U) in which S

forms a subcomplex K(S). Let <f> be a strongly positive function U ~> R, and let

V be an open set such that S c V c U. Then there is a homeomorphism g:

\K\ <-> \K\ such that (1) g(S) is a polyhedron relative to K, (2) for each point P

of U, d(P, g(P)) < </>(i>), and (3) g|(|AT| - V) is the identity.

This is a variation on Theorem 5 of [M^. (Similarly for Theorem 3.4

below.) It is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.2. Define <£' as a strongly

positive function F->R such that (a) <$>'(P) < <KP) for every P and (b) for

each P, <j>'(P) is less than the distance between P and \K\ — V. We can now

apply Theorem 3.2 to the inclusion i: K<-> V,P \-+ P, using K(U) as K, K as

K', and tf>' as <#>. By (b), the resulting PL approximation i' can be extended to

| K | - V as the identity.

In a PL 3-manifold K, a set S is tame (relative to K) if there is a
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homeomorphism \K\ <-> \K\, mapping S onto a polyhedron (not necessarily a

finite polyhedron). If there is an open set U containing S, and a

homeomorphism i/-»|A"|, mapping 5 onto a polyhedron, then S is semi-

locally tame. In the latter case it follows that U has a triangulation K(U)

relative to which S is a polyhedron. Thus Theorem 3.3 implies the following.

Theorem 3.4. In a PL 3-manifold, every semi-locally tame set is tame. In

fact, if S is semilocally tame in K, and V is an open set containing S, then there

is a homeomorphism g: \K\++\K\ such that (1) g(S) is a polyhedron relative to

K and (2) g\(\K\ - V) is the identity.

Here it is not required that S be compact, or even closed.

Theorem 3.5 (The Loop Theorem, first form; Ch. Papakyriakopou-

los). Let K be an orientable PL 3-manifold with boundary, and let M = \K\. If

there is a PL loop in Bd M which is contractible in M but not in Bd M, then

there is a PL 2-cell A such that (1) Bd A = A n Bd M and (2) Bd A is not

contractible in Bd M.

Here a loop is a closed path without a distinguished base-point, that is, a

mapping of a l-sphere into a space. For proofs, see Papakyriakopoulos [P]

and Stallings [St]. See also [MGT, pp. 182-190], where Stallings' proof is

presented. This proof does not use orientability. The resulting generalized

form of the Loop Theorem has the following consequence.

Theorem 3.6 (The Loop Theorem, second form). Let K be a PL

3-manifold, let M = \K\, and let M2 be a connected polyhedral 2-manifold

which is a closed set in A/3, such that M2 is 2-sided in M3. Suppose that there is

a PL loop in M2 which is contractible in M3 but not in M2. Then there is a PL

2-cell A in M3 such that (l)BdA = An M2 and (2) Bd A is not contractible in

M2.

Here M2 is 2-sided in M3 if M2 separates a connected open neighborhood

of M2. It is easy to show, geometrically, that under these conditions, if U is

such a connected neighborhood of M2, then U — M2 has exactly two

components. Theorem 3.5 is simply a combination of Theorems 26.4 and 26.5

of [MGT]. If M2 is the boundary of a polyhedral 3-manifold with boundary

in A/3, then M2 is always 2-sided in M3, regardless of any question of

orientability [MGT, Theorem 26.1, p. 191].

Note that in Theorem 3.5, M2 is not required to be compact.

4. Solid tori and toroidal shells. Of the results in this section, some are old,

some must be folklore, and some may be new.

Theorem 4.1. Let M2 be a polyhedral 2-manifold, in a PL 3-manifold K. Let

D be a polyhedral 2-cell in M2, and let h be a PL homeomorphism M2 <-> M2,
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such that h\(M2 — D) is the identity. Let C be a polyhedral closed neighborhood

of Int D. Then h can be extended so as to give a PL homeomorphism «':

|tf| <-> \K\ such that h'\(\K\ - C) is the identity.

See [MGT, Theorem 27.1, p. 197].

Hereafter in this section, S will be a polyhedral solid torus, with Bd S = T.

Let y be a l-sphere in Int S. If there is a homeomorphism

fAx Sl+*S

(where A is a 2-cell and Sl is a l-sphere), such that <f>(P X Sl) = J for some

P e Int A, then y is a spine of S. The following is obvious.

Theorem 4.2. If J is a spine of S, then J carries a generator of the

fundamental group tr(S)\ and if J is a polygon, then J carries a generator of the

l-dimensional homology group Ht(S) (with coefficients in the group Z of

integers).

By a polygon we mean a polyhedral l-sphere. If J is a polygon in T, and /

carries a generator of H^S), then J is longitudinal in S. If J bounds a 2-cell in

S, but does not bound a 2-cell in T, then / is latitudinal in S.

Theorem 4.3. Let Jx, J2, . . . ,Jn be a collection of disjoint polygons in T. If

(J, J¡ carries a generator of H{(S), then (1) some J¡ is longitudinal in S and (2)

every J¡ either is longitudinal in S or bounds a 2-cell in T.

See [M4, Lemmas 2 and 3]. Or see [MGT, Theorem 28.8, p. 204].

Theorem 4.4. Let A be a polyhedral annulus, and let J be a polygon in Int A.

Then (1) bounds a 2-cell in Int A or (2) J carries a generator of H ¡(A), and

decomposes A into two annuli A{, A2, containing the respective components of

Bd A, and intersecting in J.

This is a corollary of Theorem 27.1, p. 197 of [MGT].

Theorem 4.5. Let Jx andJ2 be disjoint polygons in T. If '/, is latitudinal in S,

then (1) J2 is latitudinal in S or (2) J2 bounds a 2-cell in T.

Indication of proof. Let D be a polyhedral 2-cell in S, such that

J¡ = Bd D = D n T. Split S apart at D. This gives a 3-cell C3, with Bd C3

the union of an annulus A and two homeomorphic copies of D. If J2 bounds

a 2-cell in A, then (2) holds; if not, then (1) holds.

Let 7, and J2 be polygons in a polyhedral orientable 2-manifold A/2. If

J{ n J2 consists of a finite number of "true crossing points" of J, and J2, then

/, and J2 are in general position (in M2). We assign an orientation to M2 (at

random). To each polygon / in M2 we can assign an orientation (at random).

This gives a 1-cycle Z\J) with constant coefficient 1. If 7, and J2 are in

general position, then we can distinguish positive and negative crossings of Jx
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and J2. This gives the total crossing number c = Cr(Z'(/,), Z^J^). If we

reverse the orientation of A/2, or /,, or J2, then c is replaced by — c.

Therefore \c\ is independent of the choices of these three orientations. If

\c\ = 1, then we say that J2 crosses /, algebraically once.

Theorem 4.6. Let Jx and J2 be polygons in T, in general position. If Jx is

longitudinal and J2 is latitudinal, then Jx crosses J2 algebraically once (and vice

versa).

Indication of proof. Let D be a polyhedral 2-cell in S, such that

J2 = Bd D = D n T. As in the proof of Theorem 4.5, we split S apart at D,

getting a polyhedral 3-cell C3, in which T appears as an annulus A c Bd C3.

The components of Jx n Bd C3 appear as disjoint broken lines B c A. If one

of these has both its end-points in the same component of Bd A, then it can

be moved across Bd A into Int A by a cellular PL homeomorphism T<h>T;

and this homeomorphism can be extended to S. Thus this operation reduces

the number of points in Jx n /2> preserving the stated properties of Jx and J2.

Therefore we may suppose that each such B has its end-points in different

components of Bd/i. If there are m such broken lines, then every 1-cycle

Z l(Jx) (with constant coefficient 1) is homologous on S to a cycle of the form

± wZ0', where Z0' is a generator of HX(S). Since Jx is longitudinal, it follows

that m = 1. The theorem follows.

Theorem 4.7. Let J be a latitudinal polygon in S, and let JX,J2, . . . ,Jm be

disjoint longitudinal polygons in S, such that J¡ and J are in general position in T

for each i. Then there is a PL homeomorphism g: S <-» S such that each polygon

g(J¡) intersects J in exactly one point (which is a "true crossing point").

Indication of proof. When we split T apart at J, T becomes an annulus

A, and each J¡ appears as finite union of disjoint broken lines B. As in the

proof of the preceding theorem, the number of such broken lines can be

reduced to 1, for each i; and this can be done without increasing the total

number of points in the intersections / D J¡- This can be done by a PL

homeomorphism S <-» S. The theorem follows.

Theorem 4.8. Let T be a PL torus, and let J be a polygon in T which does

not bound a 2-cell in T. Then T — J is homeomorphic to the interior of an

annulus. Thus, if T is split apart at J, giving a 2-manifold with boundary, the

result is an annulus.

Indication of proof. Theorem 28.7, p. 204 of [MGT] asserts that if B is a

regular neighborhood of such a J in T, then Cl(T — B) is an annulus. Now

we apply Theorem 4.4 to J and the annulus B.
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Theorem 4.9. Let S be a PL solid torus in a PL 3-manifold M c S3, and let

J be a polygon in T = Bd S, such that J is contractible in M — Int S but does

not bound a 2-cell in T. Then J is longitudinal in S.

Proof. By Theorem 3.2 we may suppose that the imbedding M -» S3 is PL.

Let A be an annulus which forms a regular neighborhood of J in T, and let

7V = (S3- S)u Int A,

so that N is a 3-manifold with boundary, and Bd N = Int A. Now J is

contractible in (M - S) u Int A, and (M - S) U Int ,4 c N. By the Loop

Theorem (first form) it follows that there is a PL 2-cell A in N, with

A n Bd N = Bd A, such that /' = Bd A is not contractible in N. Using

Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 we can show that there is a PL homeomorphism

N<h>N, BdN<r+BdN, J'^J. Thus we may suppose that Bd A = J.

Theorem 28.12, on p. 205 of [MGT], asserts that under these conditions, J is

longitudinal. (Note that without the hypothesis M c S3, this theorem would

be trivially false; for example, it fails in every 3-manifold that contains a

polyhedral projective plane.)

Let T and T' be disjoint homeomorphic 2-manifolds, in a PL 3-manifold K.

Suppose that there is a 3-manifold W with boundary, lying in |Ä"|, such that

Bd W = T u T, and W is homeomorphic to T X [0, 1]. Then T and T are

parallel (or concentric) (in |AT|).

Theorem 4.10. In an orientable PL 3-manifold K, let F be a polygon. For

i = 1, 2, let T¡ be a torus (not necessarily polyhedral) such that T¡ is the frontier

of a closed neighborhood S¡ of F. Suppose that

(1) Sx lies in the interior of a regular neighborhood N of F (relative to a

subdivision of K),

(2) S2C Sx- Tx, and,

(3) For i = 1,2 there is an open set V¡ containing T¡, and a triangulation

K(V¡) of V¡, such that T¡ forms a subcomplex of K(V¡).

Then

(4) For i = 1,2, S¡ is a solid torus, with F as a spine and

(5) Tx and T2 are parallel.

A set homeomorphic to T X [0, 1] (where T is a torus) will be called a

toroidal shell.

Proof. By two applications of Theorem 3.3, the theorem reduces to the

case in which Tx and T2 are polyhedra (relative to K). Let S3 and 54 be

regular neighborhoods of F, in subdivisions of K, such that 53 c Int S2 and

S4 C Int ^3, and let T¡ = Bd S, (i = 3, 4). It is elementary to observe that

Bd N and T3 are parallel, and that Tx separates Bd N from T3 in N — Int S3.

A special case of a theorem of C. H. Edwards ([E, p. 414, Theorem 9]) asserts
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that under these conditions Tx is parallel to Bd N and to T3. By repeated

applications of Edwards' theorem it follows that there is a homeomorphism

N - Int S4 ̂  Bd N X [0, 1], mapping each set Bd N, T¡ onto a slice Bd N X

k. Therefore, for / = 1, 2 there is a homeomorphism g¡: N <-» S¡ such that

g¡\S4 is the identity. Thus (4) holds. Similarly, there is a homeomorphism «:

S, <h>N,S2+* S3, so that (5) holds.

I am indebted to the referee for the reference to Edwards, and for the

scheme of the above proof.

Theorem 4.11. In a PL 3-manifold M, let A be a polyhedral annulus, let J

and J' be polygons in Int A, each of which separates the components of Bd A

from one another in A, and let W be a neighborhood of Int A in M. Then there

is a PL homeomorphism «: M<->M,A<r*A,J<->J', such that h\(M — W) and

«|Bd A are identity mappings.

Proof. Theorem 27.2, p. 197 of [MGT], asserts that under these conditions

we can move J onto J' by a PL homeomorphism h! such that «'|Bd A is the

identity and «' is the composition of a finite sequence of cellular

homeomorphisms. Now we use Theorem 4.1 repeatedly to get the desired «.

The following is needlessly special, but is sufficient for our present pur-

poses.

Theorem 4.12. Let J be a polygon, in a polyhedral torus T, such that J does

not bound a 2-cell in T. Then J is not contractible in T.

Proof. Let S be a polyhedral solid torus, with Bd S = 7". By Theorem 4.8

we know that when T is split apart at J, the result is an annulus A. Therefore

there is a mapping «: A —>-> T', such that « "reidentifies the components of

Bd A," and maps these onto a longitudinal polygon J in T'. Thus there is a

homeomorphism T<-> T', J <->J'. Since J' is not contractible in T', J is not

contractible in T.

Note that the proof proves more than the theorem; it shows that a polygon

can be imbedded in a PL torus in only two topologically different ways.

5. Invariant toroidal neighborhoods of F. Let M c S3, /, F, and « be as in

Theorem 1.1. By Theorem 1.3 we know that/has period exactly « at each

point of M — F. Let fi be the orbit space of/, with the usual topology, and let

Pr: M ^h»   fi

be the projection. Let K(M) be a triangulation of M in which F forms a

subcomplex. Let

¿/ = M - F,    U = PtÜ,   p = Pr| Ü.

Then p: Ü -+* U is an n-sheeted covering. Since U is a 3-manifold, it

follows that U has a triangulation K(U). We may suppose that the diameters
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Sa of the simplices a of K (U) approach 0 as a approaches Pr F, in the sense

that for every e > 0 there is a neighborhood Ne of Pr F such that if a

intersects Ne, then Sa < e. (This property is obtainable by subdivision.

Deductively, it will not be needed, but to omit it might seem unnatural.)

Let K(U) be the lifting of K(U), that is, the set of all components of all

sets of the form p~\a), where a E K(U). Then K(Ü) is a triangulation of Ü,

and f\U is simplicial relative to K(U). Note that we have no reason to

suppose that the simplices of K(U) are polyhedral relative to K(M).

A subset A of M will be called f-invariant if f(A) = A.

Theorem 5.1. Every open neighborhood X of F contains a solid torus Sx such

that (1) Sx is f- invariant, (2) Bd Sx is polyhedral relative to K(U), and (3) F is

a spine of Sx.

For an indication of the way in which this theorem will be used, see the

remarks just after the proof.

Proof. Evidently there is no loss of generality in supposing that A' is a

regular neighborhood of F in a subdivision of K(M). Let 5 be a regular

neighborhood of F, in a subdivision of K(M), chosen sufficiently small so

that

U f(s)cx.
i

We assert that Pr F has arbitrarily small closed connected neighborhoods Sx

such that T = Fr Sx is a 2-manifold which is polyhedral relative to K(U).

(For example, take a small closed neighborhood W of Pr F, such that Fr W is

a polyhedron, and then add to W a small regular neighborhood of Fr W.

Note that we write Fr Sx, not Bd Sx: not for a long time will we know that

Sx is a 3-manifold with boundary.) If T is not connected, then we can make it

connected, simply by boring holes in Sx — Pr F, from one component of T to

another. Thus we may suppose that

(a) T = Fr Sx is a connected 2-manifold which is polyhedral relative to

K(U).
We choose Sx so that (b) T c Pr Int S and (c) the set

r-Prfl /'(IntS)
i

lies in a finite union of disjoint 2-cells Dj. (At the outset, we get (b) and (c)

simply by requiring that (b') T c Pr H ,/'(Int S). But (b') would not neces-

sarily be preserved by certain hypothetical operations presently to be de-

scribed.) Evidently T is 2-sided in U, because Sx — Pr F is a 3-manifold with

boundary, and T is its frontier in U [MGT, Theorem 26.1, p. 191].

Suppose that A is a polyhedral 2-cell in Pr(Int S - F), such that Bd A = A

n T and Bd A is not contractible in T. Then A will be called a Loop Theorem
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Disk (LTD) in the pair [Pr S, T\ If there is such an LTD A, then A can be

chosen so as not to intersect any of the 2-cells D,; any given A can be moved

off the Dj's, preserving its stated properties. If A n -D, =0 for each/, then A

can be added to T, and the resulting 2-dimensional polyhedron can be split

apart at A, giving a 2-manifold T' = Fr Sx, where Sx is a neighborhood of

Pr F. There are now two cases to consider.

Case 1. 7" is connected. Here Sx is smaller or larger than Sx, according as

A c Sx or Int A n Sx =0. In either case, the 1-dimensional Betti number

px(T') (with integer coefficients) isp\T) — 2.

Case 2. 7" is not connected, = 7"^ T2. Since Pr~'(7") separates F from

Bd 5 in S, some component C of Pr~'(7") has the same property. Let U be

the component of S — C that contains F, and let Sx = Pr U. Then Fr Sx is

Tx or T2, say, Tx; and since T2 is not a 2-sphere, we have^'(r,) < px(T) — 2.

We replace Sx by Sx, and T by Tx.

Under the above conditions for A, the splitting operation preserves not only

(a) and (b) but also (c). And iterations of the operation must terminate. Thus

we may assume hereafter that we have Sx and T satisfying (a), (b), (c), and

also

(d) The pair [Pr S, T] contains no LTD.

Let

Sx = Pr~]Sx,       f = Pr"'T = Bd Sx.

Lemma 5.1.1. Sx c X.

Proof. Since T c Pr Int S, we have

f = Pr" '7 c Pr"'Pr Int S = U /' (Int S) c X.
i

Therefore Sx c X.

Lemma 5.1.2. T is connected.

Proof. Sx is connected, because every component of Sx contains F. Since

A" is a regular neighborhood of a polygon, M — X is connected. Let Y be the

component of M — Sx that contains M — X. Since Sx is /-invariant, so also

is Y; F is a PL 3-manifold with boundary; and Bd Y c T. Since Sx is

connected, so also is Bd Y; Bd Y is a component of T, and is /-invariant.

Thus Pr Bd y is a component of T. If B were another component of T, then

Pr B would be another component of T, which is impossible, because T is

connected. Therefore T is connected, which was to be proved.

Lemma 5.1.3. Let i be the inclusion T—► X — F. Then the induced homomor-

phism /*: tr(T) —* tr(X — F) is injective.
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Proof. Let/ be a closed path in f, and let/? = Pr(/T). Let {Dj) be as in

condition (c) above. Then p can be moved, by a homotopy, to give a closed

path/?' in 7 n Pr D ,/'(Int S), and the homotopy between/? and/?' in it(T)

can be lifted so as to give a closed path /?', in T n D , /'(Int 5), such that

p' ^ p in ^(T).

Thus, if the lemma is false, there is a closed path/' in fn n,/'(Int S1)

such that /?' is contractible in X but not in T. Since X and 5 are regular

neighborhdoods of F in K, with 5 c A", it follows that S is a retract of X.

(Use Theorem 4.10, or some much simpler theorem.) Therefore /' is con-

tractible in S — F, and hence in Int S — F. Therefore/?' = Pr(/?') is contract-

ible in Pr(Int S — F). But since (Prlr)*: it(T) -» it(T) is injective, p is not

contractible in T. But since T = Fr Sx, it follows that T is 2-sided in the

3-manifold Pr(Int S — F). Therefore Theorem 3.5 applies, and gives us a

contradiction of condition (d) for S and T.

Lemma 5.1.4. f is a torus.

Proof. Since -n(X - F) « w(Fr X) « Z + Z, it follows by the preceding

lemma that tt(T) is commutative. Therefore T is either a torus or a 2-sphere.

Now T is polyhedral relative to K(Ü). By Theorem 3.3 (as in the proof of

Theorem 4.10), there is a homeomorphism «: A/<-»M such that h(T) is a

polyhedron relative to K(M) and « is the identity except at points of X — F.

Thus, if T is a 2-sphere, then F lies in a 3-cell in X, which is impossible. The

lemma follows.

By Theorem 4.10 it follows that Sx is a solid torus. This completes the

proof of Theorem 5.1.

Nearly all of the rest of this paper will be devoted to the proof of Theorem

11.5, which asserts, in effect, that the Sx of Theorem 5.1 can be chosen so

that Pr Sx is a solid torus. (The Sx of Theorem 11.5 is a suitably chosen Sx as

in Theorem 5.1.) In the proof of Theorem 11.5 we form a "standard" solid

torus $[, and decompose it into an infinite collection of solid tori, plus a spine

F'. Thus the purpose of §§6-11 below is to define a neighborhood 5, of F

such that Pr 5, has a similar decomposition; this will enable us to define the

desired homeomorphism in the proof of Theorem 11.5. The proof of Theorem

1.1 will then become easy.

6. Eliminating cellular oscillations. We resume the proof of Theorem 1.1. In

§§6-11, the definitions and notations of §5, up to and including Theorem 5.1,

will be regarded as conventions, and used without reference or comment.

The next step in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is to show that every neigh-

borhood of F contains a solid torus S, satisfying the conditions for Sx in

Theorem 5.1, such that S "approximates the shape of a regular neighborhood

of F." A usable definition of the latter idea will emerge in this and later
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sections. Meanwhile it is intuitively evident that a solid-toroidal neigh-

borhood of F may fail, in at least two ways, to have the desired property.

(a) If y is a polygon in the boundary of a regular neighborhood AT of F, and

J is of small diameter, and bounds a 2-cell in Bd N, then J bounds a 2-cell of

small diameter in Bd N. If S fails to have this property, then we say that Bd S

has cellular oscillations.

(b) If J and J' are disjoint latitudinal polygons in Bd N, and J U J' is of

small diameter, then J u J' bounds an annulus of small diameter in Bd N. If

S fails to have this property, then we say that Bd S has annular oscillations.

We shall show, in effect, that these are the only possible difficulties, and

that they can be dealt with separately, in the stated order.

Let N be a regular neighborhood of F, relative to a subdivision K'(M) of

K(M). Then N has a natural decomposition into dual cells Dc, which are

neighborhoods of the points v of F which are vertices of K'(M), such that

(1) Two sets Dv, Dw intersect only if v and w are the end-points of an edge

of K'(M) and

(2) Each nonempty intersection Dv n Dw = Ecw is a PL 2-cell, lying in

Bd Dv n Bd Dw and intersecting F in exactly one point.

The 2-cells Evw are "orthogonal to the edges vw." They are called splitting

disks.

Let N0 and Nx be regular neighborhoods of F, defined relative to

subdivisions K'(M) and K"(M) of K(M). Let

P={Px,P2,...,Pm)

be a finite set of vertices of K'(M), lying in F, such that the points Pj appear

in the stated cyclic order on F. (We use integers modulo m as subscripts, here

and in similar situations hereafter.) Suppose that no two points of P are

consecutive on F in K'(M), so that the dual cells Dj = DP of N0 that contain

the points Pj are disjoint. For each j, let Dj be the dual cell of Nx that

contains Pj, and suppose that K"(M) is a subdivision of K'(M), sufficiently

fine so that Nx c Int.A/0, and

U /'(£»/) C H /'(Into,.)
/ i

for each/. It is geometrically clear that for each/ there is a polyhedral 2-cell

Ej c Dj such that (1) Bd E¡ = Ej n Bd Djt (2) Ej intersects no splitting disk

of N0 or Nx, (3) Ej n Bd DJ is a polygon, and (4) Ej n F = Pj. Thus Ej

separates Dj (and Dj) into two disjoint connected sets each of which contains

a point of F n Bd Z)y (and of F n Bd Dj). For each/, let

Bj = Ej - Int Dj.

Then Bj is an annulus; the components of Bd B- are polygons lying in

Bd N0 n Bd Dj and Bd Nx n Bd Dj, and intersecting no splitting disk of NQ
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or A/,, and such that

Int Bj c Int Dj - Dj.

So far, all the sets mentioned are polyhedra relative to K(M), but are not

necessarily polyhedra relative to K(U); many of them are not even subsets of

Ü.
Let KX(U) be a triangulation of Ü, such that every simplex of KX(U) is a

linear subsimplex of some simplex of K"(M), and such that Sa (a G KX(U))

approaches Oasa^F. Let $: i/-»Rbe a strongly positive function. By

Theorem 3.3 it follows that there is a homeomorphism

g: Ü**Ü
such that g is PL relative to KX(Ü) and K(Ü), and such that g is a

«^-approximation of the identity, in the sense that for each point P we have

d(P, g(P)) < (Kp)- If <í> is chosen so that <f>(P) is always less than the distance

from PtoF (= M — U), then g can be extended to give a homeomorphism

g: M <r* M,

such that g\F is the identity. For each/, let

Cj = g(Dj),   Cj = g(Dj),   Aj = g(Bj),   dj = g(Ej),   S0 = g(N0).

We take $ sufficiently small so that g preserves the stated relation between

the Dj's and the Dj's; that is,

u/'(c/)cn/'(c7).

Let

C={C}},   C' = {C/},   A-{£}.

Then the system

B=[P,C,C',A,50]

is a barrier system for F. The «íes« SB of B is the maximum of the diameters

of the sets Cj and the diameters of the components of S0 — (Jy Cj. Evidently

the preceding discussion has proved nearly all of the following:

Theorem 6.1. Let N be a regular neighborhood of F, and let e be a positive

number. Then there is a barrier system

B = [P, C, C, A, S0]

for F such that (1) S0 c N and (2) SB < e. And given any finite subset Q of F,

B can be chosen so that (3) Q c P.

(To get this, we choose P so that Q c P, and take the points of P

sufficiently close together so that the components of F - P have diameter
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less than e. Then form N0 c N, using a very fine subdivision K'(M) of K(M),

and take </> very close to 0.)

Definition 6.2. Let B = [P, C, C, A, S0] be a barrier system for F. Let S

be a solid torus such that

(1) F c Int S, S c Int S0,

(2) Bd S is polyhedral relative to K(U),

(3) S n U; 4=0, and
(4) Bd 5 is in general position relative to each set Bd Cj, in the sense that

Bd S n Bd Cj is a finite union of disjoint polygons, at which Bd S and

Bd Cj pierce each other locally in Ü. Then B is a barrier system for S.

Theorem 6.3. Let B be a barrier system for S. Then each set Bd S n Bd Cj

contains a polygon J which is latitudinal in S.

Proof. Bd Cj n Bd A} separates Bd Cj into two disjoint sets each of which

is the interior of a 2-cell. Since S n Aj =0, it follows that the two points P,

Q of F n Bd Cj lie in different components of S n Bd Cj.

Let M2 be the union of (1) the component W oî S n Bd Cj that contains P

and (2) all components of S n Bd Cj that lie in components of Bd Cj — W

that do not contain Q. Evidently W is a 2-cell with a finite number of holes

(perhaps none). Let J be the "outer boundary" of W, that is, the component

of Bd W that is the boundary of the closure of the component of Bd Cj — W

that contains Q. We shall show that J is latitudinal in S.

Lemma 6.3.1. Every component of Bd Af2, other than J, bounds a 2-cell in

BUS.

Proof. J is the boundary of a 2-cell Dj c Bd Cj, with M2 c Dj. Suppose

that the lemma is false, so that some component J' of Bd A/2 — J does not

bound a 2-cell in Bd 5; and choose /' as the inmost polygon in D} with the

stated properties. It follows that /' is the boundary of a 2-cell d (PL relative

to K(U)) such that Int d lies in either Int S — F or Int S0 — S. The point is

that /' is the outer boundary of a 2-cell with holes whose interior lies in

Int S — F or in Int S0 — S; and since the boundaries of the holes bound

2-cells in Bd S, it follows that the holes can be filled, with 2-cells lying

arbitrarily close to Bd S, so as to give the desired d.

By Theorem 4.10 we know that F is a spine of S and of S0. Suppose that

Int d c Int S - F. Since /' does not bound a 2-cell in Bd S, it follows that /'

is latitudinal in S, which is impossible, because d n F =0. Suppose that

Int d c Int S0 - S. Then it follows by Theorem 4.9 that J' is longitudinal in

S. Therefore J' carries a generator of ir(S), and the injection it(S) -» n(S0)

annihilates ir(S). This is absurd, because F is a spine both of S and of S0.

From the lemma it follows that J is the boundary of a 2-cell d, such that
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Int d c S; the proof is the same as that of the lemma. (Every component of

Bd M — J bounds a 2-cell in Bd S, and so the holes in M can be filled with

2-cells lying in Int S.) Therefore J is latitudinal in S, which was to be proved.

Theorem 6.4. Let B = [P, C, C, A, S0] be a barrier system for S. Then every

polygon J which lies in a set Bd 5 n C, either is latitudinal in S or bounds a

2-cell in Bd S.

Proof. Take/ ^ i, and let Jj be a polygon in Bd S n Bd Cj such that 7, is

latitudinal in 5. Let D} be a 2-cell such that Bd D} = J} and Int Dj c Int S.

When we "split S apart at D," we get a 3-cell C whose boundary is the union

of two 2-cells Dj, Dj' and an annulus A whose interior contains J. If J

bounds homologically on A, then J bounds a 2-cell in A, and hence bounds a

2-cell in Bd S. If J separates Dj from Dj' in Bd C, then J is latitudinal in S.

Theorem 6.5. Let B = [P, C, C, A, S0] be a barrier system for F. Then every

neighborhood N of F contains a solid torus S such that

(1) S if f-invariant, and Bd S is polyhedral relative to K(U),

(2) B is a barrier system for S, and

(3) If J is a polygon in a set Bd S n Cj, and J bounds a 2-cell in Bd S, then

J bounds a 2-cell in Bd S n nr/r(Int Cj).

Proof. First take S as a solid torus Sx as in Theorem 5.3. Thus (1) is

satisfied. If S lies in a sufficiently small neighborhood of F, then S c N, and

conditions (1), (2), and (3) of Definition 6.2 are satisfied. To get (4), we move

Pr Bd S slightly, so that no edge of Pr Bd S intersects any set Pr e, where e is

an edge of a set Bd Cj — F; we then lift by Pr"1 to get a new S which satisfies

(l)-(4) of Definition 6.2.

It remains to show that S can be chosen so that (3) of Theorem 6.5 is also

satisfied. For each/, let Pj~ and Pj+ be the points of F n Bd Cj, such that

Pj-1, Pjt |, Pj~, Pj, Pj+ appear in the stated cyclic order on F. The points Pj~,

Pj+ lie in the interiors of 2-cells Df, Dj+, lying in Bd Cj, such that

U f(Dj-),     U fi(Dj+).CN
i i

and

U f(Dj-) n U Ak = U /'(£>/) n U Ak =0.
; k i k

(Any sufficiently small 2-cell neighborhoods of Pf and F,+ in Bd Cj will do.)

Note that under the conditions for a barrier system for F, we automatically

have

f'(Dj-),f(Dj+)cCjCS0,

and f(Dj~) n Ak = f(Dj+) n Ak =0 for/ =£ k. Then we choose S, subject
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to all the above conditions, such that

Bd S n Bd Cj c Int Df u Int Dj*

for each/.

For each/, consider the set

Y = Pr BdSnU f(cj)

This is a finite polyhedron (relative to K(U)) in fi - Pr F. Let Xj be a

compact polyhedral 2-manifold with boundary which forms a neighborhood

of Y in Pr Bd S, sufficiently small so that

J^cPrpl f {Int q),

and let

Xj = Pr-'A}.

Then Xj is also a compact polyhedral 2-manifold with boundary. Let pj be

the 1-dimensional Betti number of Xj (with integers modulo 2 as coefficients).

Since each pj is finite, we may assume, subject to all the above conditions,

that S and Xj are chosen so as to minimize 2/?/. On this basis we shall show

that S satisfies condition (3) of Theorem 6.5.

Suppose that (3) does not hold, and let 7 be a polygon, with J c Bd S n

Cj, such that 7 bounds a 2-cell D in Bd S, but J does not bound a 2-cell in

BdSn fi /'(IntC)).
r

By general position, D n Bd Cj is a finite union of disjoint polygons J¡. Since

each 7, bounds a 2-cell in Bd S, it follows that no 7, separates Fy~ from 7^+ in

Bd Cj. Therefore each 7, bounds a 2-cell Z), in Bd Cj - F; and since 7, lies in

Dj~ or 7>,+, so also does D¡. Evidently J¡ C A} = Pr~'J!Ç. If each J¡ bounds a

2-cell in Xj, then it follows that

7) cA}cBdSn D /'(IntC,),
r

which contradicts our assumption for J. Therefore some J¡ does not bound a

2-cell in Xj-, and we may suppose that 7, is inmost in Bd Cj, in the sense that

A C Bd Cj - F

contains no other polygon Jk which satisfies the conditions for /,. Thus every

Jk that lies in Int D¡ bounds a 2-cell in

BdSn D /'(IntC,).
r

It follows that J¡ bounds a 2-cell D[, lying in nr/r(Int Cj), such that Int D[

lies in either S0 - Int 5 or S — F. D¡ can be chosen so as to he in the union
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of Int Dj   u Int Dj+ and any given neighborhood of Bd S. Therefore we

may assume that

D; n Bd Cj c Int Of U Int Z>/,

and that

\J f(Di')nAj=0.
r

(See the proof of Lemma 6.4.1 for the "forcing off' process that is needed

here.)

Now Pr|7, is a loop L in Int Xj = Int Pr XJt and L is contractible in one of

the sets

Pr (S0-IntS)n fi /'(IntC,.) Pr (S-F)n fi /'(IntC,.)

If L were contractible in Xj, then J¡ would be contractible in A}, which is

false. Therefore L is not contractible in Xj. We now apply Theorem 3.5 (the

Loop Theorem, second form) to the 3-manifold

M 3 _ Pr (IntS0-BdS)n D f (Int Cj) U Int Xj - Pr F

and the 2-manifold Int X}, which forms a closed set in the space A/3. By

Theorem 3.5 it follows that there is a 2-cell A, polyhedral relative to K(U),

lying in

Pr D /' (Int Cj) -Pr F,

such that

A n Pr Bd S = Bd A c Int A},

and such that Bd A is not contractible in Int Xj, and hence not in Xj. Since A

can be chosen in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of Pr £>/, and U rf(D¡)

n Aj =0, we may assume that A n Pr Aj =0. It follows that Pr~'A n Aj
=0.

Now Bd A can be lifted, so as to give polygons Jk such that Pr Jk — Bd A.

Since Pr is a local homeomorphism, it follows that Pr~'Bd A is the union of

exactly « such polygons Jk (I < k < «). We choose the notation so that

Jk + X = f(Jk), with subscripts modulo «. The polygons J'k cannot be lati-

tudinal in S, because they bound 2-cells in S3 — F. By Theorem 6.4 it follows

that each J'k bounds a 2-cell dk in Bd S; and we have dk+x — f(dk). Different

sets Jk are disjoint. It follows that if two different sets dk intersect, then one of

them lies in the interior of the other, which is impossible, because / is

periodic. Therefore different sets dk are disjoint.
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Now Pr  'A is the union of exactly « disjoint 2-cells Ak, with

BdAk=J¿,   /(Aj = Ak+l.

In Bd S, we replace each dk by the corresponding àk. This gives a torus T'.

Evidently T' separates F from Bd S0 inAf. Therefore, by Theorem 4.10, T is

the boundary of a solid torus 5', such that S' is /-invariant. By arbitrarily

small changes in A, preserving all the stated properties of A, we can produce a

situation in which Bd S' is in general position relative to each set Bd C[

(c; g q.
Now define a new set Xj by deleting A/ n Pr dk from Xj and adding Afc.

Then S', Xj, and Xj = Pr~ lXj satisfy all the conditions for S, A}, and A}. But

all this is impossible: it preserves the stated properties of S, and reduces one

of the numbers/?,1, without increasing any of the others. This contradicts the

hypothesis that S was chosen so as to minimize 2,/?/.

7. Simplifications of / and fi. Here we use the apparatus of §6.

Theorem 7.1. Let B = [P, C, C, A, S0] be a barrier system for S, and

suppose that S is f-invariant. Then every set Bd S n Cj contains a polygon J

such that (1) J is latitudinal and (2) J is f-invariant.

Proof. By Theorem 6.3 we know that Bd S n Bd Cj contains a polygon JQ

which is latitudinal in S. And by definition of a barrier system we have

U f(Cj)c fi Í (Int Cj).
r r

It follows that

U /'(70)cIntC,,
r

Now Pr70 is a polyhedron relative to K(U). Let K'(U) be a subdivision of

K(U) in which Pr/0 forms a subcomplex, and let N be a regular neigh-

borhood of Pr JQ in Pr Bd S, defined relative to a subdivision of K'( U). Then

N is a 2-manifold with boundary. (We need not assert that N is connected.)

Therefore so also is N = Pr" 'A/; and obviously A? is/-invariant. We take N as

a sufficiently small neighborhood of Pr J0 so that A? c Int C,.

Since every other set Bd S n C'k contains a latitudinal polygon, it follows

as in the proof of Theorem 6.4 that every polygon in A? is latitudinal in S or

bounds a 2-cell in Bd S. To Ñ we add all 2-cells ¿cBdS such that Bd d is a

component of Bd Ñ. This gives a 2-manifold W with boundary, such that

Bd W c Bd A? c Int CJt

and such that every component of Bd W is latitudinal in S. It follows that

every component of W is an annulus. And obviously W and Bd W are

/-invariant.
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Let Jx be a latitudinal polygon in a set Bd S n Bd C'k (k =£ j). Then

Bd 5 — Jx is homeomorphic to the interior of an annulus, and no component

of Bd M bounds a 2-cell in Bd S — /,. It follows that there is an annulus

A c Bd S - Jx such that W c A, Bd A c Bd W. Here A is the union of W

and a collection of annuli a¡ whose boundaries lie in W and whose interiors

are disjoint from W. This property of a, is /-invariant. Therefore A and Bd A

are /-invariant. Since / preserves orientation, / cannot interchange the

components of Bd A. Therefore each component of Bd A is /-invariant. Since

Bd A c Bd W c Bd A? c Int C},

the theorem follows.

Theorem 7.2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 7.1, let Jj be an f-invariant

latitudinal polygon in S, lying in a set Cj. Then there is a triangulation L(M) of

M, and a homeomorphism /': M <-» M, with fixed-point set F' c Int S, such

that

(1) F', S, and Jj form subcomplexes of L(M),

(2) F' is a polygon,

(3) F' has period n,

(4)/' is simplicial relative to L(M),

(5) C1(A7 — S) forms a subcomplex L' of L(M), and L' is a subcomplex of a

subdivision of K(U),

(6)/'|Cl(M - S) = /|C1(AY - S), and
(7) 77ze orbit-space fi' of f is a 3-manifold, and the sets Pr' a (where

a G L(M) and Pr' is the projection M —»-»   il') form a triangulation o/fi'.

Proof. By Theorem 7.1 we know that there is another /-invariant lati-

tudinal polygon Jk in S, lying in some set Ck(k ¥=j), so that Jj and Jk are

disjoint. Thus Jj and Jk bound tame 2-cells Dj, Dk in S, such that

Z>„ D Bd S = Bd £>,       (P=j,k).

Since the sets Int Dp are tame, it follows by Theorem 3.4 that we may choose

them so that the sets Int Dp are polyhedra (not necessarily finite) relative to

K(M). By standard methods of "cutting and pasting," we can arrange so that

Dj n Dk =0.
Now Jj and Jk decompose Bd S into two annuli ax,a2. All the sets

Dj, Dk, ax, a2 are tame. By Theorem 3.4, together with Lemma (2.1) of [Mg], it

follows that each set Dj u Dk u aq is tame, and therefore bounds a 3-cell C3.

Thus

S = c3 u c3,      c3 n C3 = Dj U Dk.

Let K'(Ü) be a subdivision of K(U), such that Bd S and the sets Jp form

subcomplexes of K'(Û). Each simplex a of K'(U) that lies in C1(A/ - S) will

be a simplex of L(M).
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We form the rest of L(M) as follows. First, we triangulate each Dp so that

the triangulation forms the join of a point Qp of Int Dp and the subcomplex of

K'(U) formed by Jp. (This triangulation need not be rectilinear, or even

polyhedral.) Now each set Bd C3 is already triangulated. We triangulate each

C3 in such a way that it forms the join of an interior point Rq of Cq with the

given triangulation of Bd C3. This gives L(M).

It is now easy to define /' as an extension of /|Cl(Af — S). First define

f'(Qp) = Qp, and extend /' simplicially to the simplices Qpvw of Dp. Define

f'(Rq) = Rq, and extend/' simplicially to the simplices Rqa2 (a2 in Bd Cq).

L(M) and/' now satisfy (l)-(6)- (F' is the union of the four edges QpRq of

L(M).) To verify (7) we merely need to show that for each vertex v of F',

with closed star St v in L(M), the homeomorphism /'|St v is like a periodic

rotation of a round ball. This is straightforward.

8. Invariant barrier annuli. If S and B satisfy all three of the conditions of

Theorem 6.5, then we shall say that S has no cellular oscillations in B.

Theorem 8.1. Let B be a barrier system for F. Let Sx and S2 be f-invariant

solid tori, such that S2 c Int Sx; and suppose that for i = 1,2, S¡ has no cellular

oscillations in B. If Sx lies in a sufficiently small neighborhood of F, then for

eachj there is an annulus Aj such that

(l)Aj is f-invariant,

(2) AJ CSX- Int S2,

(3) Aj n (Bd 5", U Bd S2) = Bd Aj, and this set is the union of a latitudinal

polygon in Bd Sx and a latitudinal polygon in Bd S2,

(4) Bd Aj c Int Cj,

(5) Aj intersects a set Ck only ifk=jork=j± 1, and

(6) Aj is a polyhedron relative to K(U).

Proof. Take a fixed /, and let dj be as in the discussion just before the

definition of a barrier system for F, in §6. Take 5, in a sufficiently small

neighborhood of F so that

U f(sxndj)c fi /r(intc/).
r r

By small changes in dj (preserving all conditions stated so far) we get dj into

general position relative to Bd 5, and Bd S2. By hypothesis for the sets S¡ we

know that every component J oi dj r\ Bd S¡ (i = 1, 2) is latitudinal in S¡ or

bounds a 2-cell in Bd S¿; and in the latter case J bounds a 2-cell in

Bd5,. n n r f (Int Cj).

Lemma 8.1.1. For i = 1, 2 let M2 be the component of dj n S¡ that contains

Pj = dj n F. Then exactly one component J¡ of Bd Af,2 is latitudinal in S¡; the

other components of Bd M2 bound 2-cells in Bd S¡; and J2 separates Pj from Jx

in dj.
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Proof. By general position, M2 is a 2-manifold with boundary. Let J¡ be

the frontier (in dj) of the component of dj — M2 that contains Bd d¡. Then J¡

is a polygon, because A/,2 is connected. Every other component J of Bd A/,2

bounds a 2-cell in dj — PJy and so cannot be latitudinal in S,. Therefore each

such J bounds a 2-cell in Bd S¡. It follows, by a standard "forcing ofF'

process, that J¡ is latitudinal in S¡. Since M2 c Int A/2, J2 hes in the interior

of the 2-cell in dj bounded by /„ and the lemma follows.

Note that Jx is the inmost (in dj) of the polygons in dj n Bd 5, that are

latitudinal in Sx, and J2 is the outermost (in dj) of the latitudinal polygons in

dj n Bd S2 that lie in the 2-cell in dj bounded by Jx.

Lemma 8.1.2. For i = 1, 2 there is an f-invariant polyhedral annulus a¡ in

Bd S¡ such that

Ji c Int a,,       Bd a, c D /'(Int Cj),      a, c f) f (Int Cy).
r r

Proof of lemma. Consider the 1-dimensional polyhedron

Pr /, c Pr Bd S¡.

Let N be a small regular neighborhood of Pr J¡ in Pr Bd S„ and let A? be the

component of Pr_1A/ that contains /,. Then A? is a connected polyhedral

2-manifold with boundary in Bd S¡, and J¡ c Int A?. Since

U/(A)cfl /r(intc;),
r r

we can choose N so that A? c Drfr(lnt Cj). If J is a component of Bd A?

which bounds a 2-cell 7>y C Bd S„ then Dj c nr/r(Int Ç,). We add all such

2-cells to N, getting an /-invariant 2-manifold a, with boundary, such that

J¡ c Int a¡ and such that no component of Bd a¡ bounds a 2-cell in Bd S¡. It

follows that each component of Bd a¡ is latitudinal in S¡. Therefore Bd a¡ has

exactly two components, and a, is an annulus, satisfying all the conditions of

the lemma. (Hereafter, the notations N, A? will not refer to the above proof.)

Now 7, u 72 is the boundary of an annulus Bx c dj — Pj. The intersections

Int Bx n Bd 5, may not be empty, but each of them is a finite union of

disjoint polygons, each of which bounds a 2-cell in Bd S¡, and hence in

BdS,n PI /r(IntC,.).
r

By a standard "forcing off process, we get an annulus B2, polyhedral relative

toK (Ü), suchthat

B2 C H f (Int Cj),       Bd B2 = Jx u J2 C Int ax u Int a2,
r

Int B2 c Int S, - S2.

Adding to B2 a 2-cell in S^, with J2 as a boundary, and with its interior in
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Int S2, we get a 2-cell D c Sx, with

Int D c Int Sx,       D n Bd S¡ c Int a¡ C f] f (Int Ç,)       (f = 1, 2),
r

and

7)-Int52c H /'(IntC}),
/•

so that

Pr D - Pr Int 52 c Pr H f (Int Cy).
r

We now use 52 as the S of the hypothesis of Theorem 7.2. Consider the

/', fi', Pr': M -> fi' given by the conclusion of Theorem 7.2. Thus Pr' S2 is a

PL 3-manifold with boundary, and so also is Pr' Sx. Note that Pr'(Af -

Int S2) = Pr(A7 - Int 52); in fact, Pr'|(A/ - Int SJ) = Pr|(A/ - Int SJ. Let

If be a closed neighborhood of Pr(7) u Int ax u Int a2), in Pr'(5,) regarded

as a space, such that

(1) If is a polyhedral 3-manifold with boundary,

(2) W n Pr' Bd S¡ = Pr a, (/ = 1, 2), and

(3) W - Pr Int 52 c Pr D r/r(Int C,).

Let A/ = Pr ax, and let A/3 = Int W u Int A/. Then A/3 is a 3-manifold with

boundary, and Bd A/3 = Int N. Evidently there is a loop in Int N (namely,

Pr|y,) which is contractible in M3 but not in Int N. By the Loop Theorem it

follows that there is a PL 2-cell A, in A/3, with

Bd A, = A! u Int N,

such that Bd A, is not contractible in Int N. By an isotopy we can move A, so

as to get a PL 2-cell A such that

A c W,   Bd A = A n Bd W c Bd N,
so that Bd A is not contractible in N.

If Bd A were contractible in Pr' Bd Sx, then each component of the annulus

N = Pr' ax would be contractible in Pr' Bd Sx; each component of Bd ax

would be contractible in Bd Sx, and so /, would be contractible in Bd Sx,

which is false. Thus we have the following:

(i) A n Bd Pr' 5, = Bd A c Bd Pr' ax,

(ii) A n Bd Pr' S2 c Pr' a2,

(iii) Int A c Pr' Int Sx,

(iv) Bd A is not contractible in Pr' Bd Sx, and

(v) (A - Pr' Int S2) - Pr' nr/r(Int CJ) lies in a finite union of disjoint

polyhedral 2-cells, disjoint from Pr' Bd Sx, from Pr' Bd S2, and from one

another.

(In fact, at the outset we have

(v') A - Pr' Int S2 c Pr' n r/'(Int CJ).
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But (v) needs to be stated in such a form that it would be preserved by certain

hypothetical operations to be discussed presently.)

We may also assume that

(vi) A is in general position relative to Pr' Bd 52, and Pr'"1 Int A is in

general position relative to each set Bd Ck.

(Note that (i) implies that Bd A n Bd C'k =0 for each k.)

Finally, we may assume that

(vii) Subject to conditions (i)—(vi), A is chosen so as to minimize the number

/? of components of A n Pr' Bd S2.

Lemma 8.1.3. No component J of A n Pr' Bd S2 bounds a 2-cell in Pr' Bd S2.

Proof of lemma. Suppose that

/ = Bd Dj,       Dj c Pr' Bd S2.

We may suppose that J is inmost in Pr' Bd S2, in the sense that Int Dj

contains no component of A n Pr' Bd S2. Now J bounds a 2-cell Dj c A. We

substitute Dj for Dj in A, and force the resulting 2-cell slightly off Pr' Bd S2

in the neighborhood of Dj. Minor adjustments restore condition (vi). All this

is impossible, because it preserves (i)-(vi) and reduces the/? of (vii).

Now let D' be a 2-cell which is a lifting of A, so that Pr' D' = A. Let Aj be

the component of D ' — Int S2 that contains Bd D '.

Lemma 8.1.4. Every component of Bd Aj — Bd 5! is latitudinal in S2.

Proof of lemma. Since each such component J is disjoint from a lati-

tudinal polygon (lying in some set Bd S2 n Bd C'r (r ¥= j)), it follows that J is

latitudinal in S2 or bounds a 2-cell in Bd S2. If the latter held, then Pr' J

would bound a 2-cell in Pr' Bd S2, which is false.

Lemma 8.1.5. Every component of BdAj — Bd Sx is f-invariant. So also is

Aj.

Proof of lemma. Evidently the entire set Pr'"1 A is/'-invariant. Applying

Theorem 7.1 in some set C'r (r =£ j), we express Bd S2 as the union of two

/-invariant annuli, whose intersection is the boundary of each, such that

Bd S2 n Pr'-1 A lies in the union of their interiors. Since/ is periodic, and

preserves orientation, the components of Bd Aj n Bd S2 cannot be permuted

by /' (which agrees with / except in Int S2). Therefore each of these

components is /-invariant. Therefore so also is Aj.

Lemma 8.1.6. Aj is an annulus.

Proof of Lemma. We need to show that Bd Aj n Bd S2 is connected. Now

Aj can be regarded as a complex (that is, a subcomplex of a subdivision of

K(U)). Assign orientations to the simplices of Aj, in such a way that by
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assigning coefficient 1 to each 2-simplex of Aj we get a 2-chain C2, with

integers as coefficients, such that

aC2 = Z1 = Z\ + Z\,

where Z,1 is a 1-cycle on Bd S¡ (i = 1, 2). Now

z2' = 2 i?.

where each Yj has constant coefficient 1 or — 1 on its polygonal carrier \Ysl\,

which is a component of Aj n Bd S2.

Suppose that there is more than one such component \Ysl\. Since all of

them are latitudinal in S2, we have Y) ~ ± Ysl for every r and j. Therefore

there are two cycles Yrl, say, F,1 and Y2\ such that Y¡ + Y2 ~0 on Bd S2.

Let b be a broken line in Aj, from a point of ¡y/l to a point of |y2|,

intersecting Bd Aj only at its end-points, and let N be a small regular

neighborhood of \YX\ u \Y2\ \j b in Aj. Then Bd A/ is a polygon /, and J

carries a 1-cycle Z7 such that Zy ~ Yx + Y2 ~ 0 on S, — Int S2. Therefore

Zj — 0 on Int Sx — Int 52. Evidently J is not contractible in Aj: J separates

Aj into two connected sets each of which contains a component of Bd Aj.

By Theorem 4.10 we know that Int S, — S2 is the interior of a toroidal

shell, and

it (Int Sx - S2) « Hx (Int 5, - S2, Z) « Z + Z.

Thus the canonical homomorphism

7r(Int Sx - S2 ) -> 77, (Int 5, - S2, Z)

is an isomorphism. Since Zy ~ 0 on Int Sx — S2, it follows that any loop L:

Sl -^ J that traverses J exactly once is contractible in Int Sx — S2. Since the

homomorphism

(Pr|Int Aj)*: ir(Aj) -* 7r(Pr Aj)

is injective, it follows that Pr L: S ' -» Pr Int y4j is not contractible in

Pr Int /4J. We now apply the Loop Theorem (second form) to the 3-manifold

Pr(Int Sx - S2) and the 2-manifold Pr Int Aj. This gives a PL 2-cell

A, cPr(IntS, - S2),

with

A, n Pr Aj = Bd A, c Pr Int Aj,

such that Bd A, is not contractible in Pr Aj. Obviously A, can be slid off all

the 2-cells mentioned in (v) above, and so we may assume that

BdA, cPr H /'(IntÇ).
r

Now Bd A, bounds a 2-cell A2 in A, and Int A2 must contain at least one
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component of A n Pr Bd S2. We replace A2 by A, in A, getting a 2-cell A'. We

then move Int A' slightly, so that Pr'"1 Int A' is in general position relative to

each set Bd Cj.

But all this is impossible: it preserves conditions (iHV)> a°d reduces the

number of components of A n Pr' Bd S2. The lemma follows.

Thus Aj is an annulus. By conditions (i) and (ii) for A we have

Pr' Bd Aj c Pr' Bd ax u Pr' a2.

Now Aj satisfies (l)-(3) and (6) of Theorem 8.1. To get an Aj satisfying (4),

we move the polygon A n Pr' Bd S2 onto a component of Pr' Bd a2, by an

isotopy fi' <-» fi', Pr' Bd S2 <-> Pr' Bd S2 which differs from the identity only in

a small neighborhood of Pr' a2. This gives a new A, satisfying (i)-(iv)- Since

a2 C n r/r(Int CJ), (v) is also satisfied. The new A can be moved into general

position so as to satisfy (vi). Lifting, we get a new Aj such that

Bd AJ c Bd a, u Bd a2 c Int Cj.

Thus the new Aj satisfies (l)-(4) and (6).

It remains only to show that Aj can be chosen so as to satisfy (5). The proof

is very similar to that of Theorem 6.5, as follows. Consider the sets

AjnBdCj_x,     Aj nBd Cj+X.

Each of these is a finite union of disjoint polygons /. If each of these bounds

a 2-cell in Aj n nr/r(Int Cj_x) or Aj n nr/r(Int CJ+X), then Aj satisfies

(5). Thus, if (5) does not hold, then there is such a J, lying, say, in

Aj n Bd Cj_,, such that J does not bound a 2-cell in Aj n Dr f (Int Cj _,).

By (v), each such / bounds a 2-cell in Aj. Now J bounds a 2-cell Dj in

Bd cy_, - Aj_x. If Dj intersects F, then every polygon in Bd S, n Bd Cj_x

bounds a 2-cell in S,, disjoint from F; and this is impossible, because some

polygon in Bd Sx n Bd Cj_x is latitudinal in Sx. Therefore

DjG(BdCj_x-Aj_x)-F.

We may suppose that Dj is irreducible with respect to its stated properties, so

that if J' is a polygon in Aj n Int DJt then /' bounds a 2-cell in Aj n

D r /r(Int Cj_,). No component /' of

(BdSx u BdS2) n BdC/_,

that lies in Dj can be latitudinal in S, or S2; and by Theorem 6.4 it follows

that every such J' bounds a 2-cell in Bd Sx (or Bd SJ). By the hypothesis of

Theorem 8.1., /' bounds a 2-cell in

Bd S,, n D f (Int Cj_, )       (i = 1 or i = 2).
r

By the usual forcing off process we conclude that J bounds a 2-cell Dj in
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(IntS,-S2)n fi /r(IntCy_,),
r

such that Dj n Aj = J.

All this can be ruled out by a minimality assumption similar to the one

used in the proof of Theorem 6.5. For each/, consider the set

y = Pr Ajn U fr(CjLx)

This is a finite polyhedron (relative to K(U)). Let Xj_x be a polyhedral

2-manifold with boundary which forms a neighborhood of Y in Pr Aj, such

that

A}_,cPrn /r(IntCy_,).
r

Then  A}_,   and  Xj_x = Pt~1Xj_x   are  2-manifolds  with  boundary.   Let

Hx(Xj_x) be the 1-dimensional homology group of Xj_x, with coefficients in

the additive group Z2 of integers modulo 2.

Let J and Dj be as in the preceding discussion. Let V be the component of

(IntS,-S2)n Pi /r(IntC,._.) ~A'j

that contains Int Dj. Since Int S„ S2, C\ r f (Int Cj_x), and Aj are all /-

invariant, so also is V. Let

IF=Pr Fu IntA}_,.

Then If is a PL 3-manifold with boundary, with Bd W = Int X_j, and Pr|7

is a loop in Bd W, contractible in W but not in Bd W. By the Loop Theorem

it follows that there is a polyhedral 2-cell A c W such that Bd A = A n

Bd W and Bd A is not contractible in Bd W. As in the proof of Theorem 6.5,

Bd A can be lifted, to give polygons J'k (1 < k < «) in Aj, such that Pr J'k =

Bd A. As before, these polygons are disjoint, and bound disjoint 2-cells dk in

Aj. Similarly, Pr-1 A is the union of « disjoint 2-cells Lk, with Bd Ak = J'k;

and since A c W we have

A, c(IntS,-S2)n D /'(IntC,._,).
r

In Aj, we replace each dk by the corresponding Ak, thus getting an/-invariant

annulus Aj'. By arbitrarily small changes in A, we can arrange so that AJ is in

general position relative to Bd Cj_x.

Now define a new set Xj_x by deleting Xj_x n Pr dk from Xj_x and

replacing it with A. Then Aj' and Xj_, have all the stated properties of Aj and

Xj_x: AJ is an/-invariant annulus, satisfying (l)-(4) and (6) of Theorem 8.1;

Xj_, is a polyhedral 2-manifold with boundary, forming a neighborhood of
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y = Pr

in Pr Aj, and

Aj'n U nq-J)

A-y^cPrfl /'(IntC,_,).
r

But the operation Aj -* Aj', Xj_x -* Xj_x reduces the dimension of Hx(Xj_x)

(as a vector space over Z^), without increasing the dimension of the similarly

defined group Hx(Xj+x). Therefore, to get an Aj satisfying (l)-(6), it is

sufficient to choose an Aj satisfying (l)-(4) and (6), in such a way as to

minimize the sum of the dimensions of Hx(Xj_x) and Hx(XJ+l).

9. Eliminating annular oscillations.

Theorem 9.1. Let B' = [P, C, C, A, S0] be a barrier system for F, and

suppose that the number of points in P is 4m (m > 3). Let B be the barrier

system which uses the same S0, and uses the points P4j and the sets C4J, C'4j, A4J.

Then every neighborhood of F contains an f-invariant solid torus S such that

(1) S and B satisfy all the conditions for Sx and B in Theorem 8.1, and

(2) Bd S is the union of a collection of annuli A/, (1 < / < m), intersecting

only on their boundaries, such that (2.1) A/, is f-invariant, (2.2) Bd Mj is the

union of a latitudinal polygon in S n Int C4J and a latitudinal polygon in

S n Int C4J+4, and (2.3) A/, intersects C4k only if k = j or k = j + I.

Proof. Let Sx be a solid torus such that 5, and B' satisfy all the conditions

for Sx and B in Theorem 8.1. Thus if S2 is a solid torus lying in Int Sx, and S2

has no cellular oscillations in B', then the conclusion of Theorem 8.1 holds for

Sx, S2, and B'. In Theorem 8.1 it was merely required that Sx be a

"sufficiently small" neighborhood of F, with no cellular oscillations in B.

Thus S2 and B' automatically satisfy the conditions for Sx and B in Theorem

8.1.

Now F intersects each set Bd C'4J+2 m two points P4j+2, P4J+2> and these

points have 2-cell neighborhoods d4j+2, d4J+2 in Bd C'4j+2, disjoint from

Bd Sx. By Theorem 6.5 there s a solid torus S such that (i) S has no cellular

oscillations in B', (ii) S c Int Sx, and (iii) for each/,

S n Bd C'4j+2 c Int d4j+2 u Int d4j+2.

Now P4j+2 and P4J+2 have 2-cell neighborhoods

d¡J-+2 c Int d4j+2,       d'4J\2 c Int d4j+2

in Bd C4y+2, disjoint from Bd 5. Let S2 be an /-invariant solid torus as in

Theorem 8.1, such that

S2 n Bd C4j+2 c Int d'4j\2 u Int d'4jJr2;
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and let {A4J+2} be as in the conclusion of Theorem 8.1. (Throughout, we are

using B' as the B of Theorem 8.1, but using only the resulting annuli of the

form A'4J+2.) From (5) of Theorem 8.1 it follows that every two different sets

A'4J+2 are disjoint, and that none of them intersects any set C4k.

By Theorem 8.1, we have Bd A'4j+2 c Int C4J+2. The polygons in Bd 5, n

Bd C4J+2 which are latitudinal in Sx decompose Bd S, into a finite collection

of annuli, one of which, Ax j, contains

Bd A'4J+2 n Bd Sx c Int C4J+2

in its interior. Similarly, the latitudinal polygons in Bd S2 n Bd C4J+2

decompose Bd 52 into annuli, one of which, A2j, contains the other

component of Bd,44>+2 in its interior. The components J of Bd S, n

Bd C4J+2 which are not latitudinal in 5, bound 2-cells in Bd S¡ (Theorem 6.4).

Since Sx and S2 have no cellular oscillations in B', it follows that

V<= n /r(IntC4,.+2)       (1-1,2).
r

We now form the union L, of

(1) The annulus A4J+2 (as in the definition of a barrier system, just before

Theorem 6.1),

(2) An annulus in AXJ, bounded by the union of Bd A'4J+2 n Bd S, and a

latitudinal polygon/, c Bd Sx n Bd C'4J+2,

(3)A4j+2,

(4) An annulus in A2J, bounded by the union of Bd A'4J+2 n Bd S2 and a

latitudinal polygon J2 in Bd S2 n Bd C'4J+2,

(5) An annulus in Bd C4J+2 — (d4j+2 U d4j+2), bounded by Jx and a

boundary component of A4J+2, and

(6) A 2-cell in d4j++2 or d4j~+2, bounded by J2.

Lemma 9.1.1. L¡ is (the image-set of) a singular 2-cell with no singularities on

its boundary.

To see this, consider the above sets in the order 1, 5, 2, 3, 4, 6.

Lemma 9.1.2. L- n Bd 5 c Int A'4J+2 for eachj.

Proof of lemma. Bd S n (1) =0, because B' is a barrier system for S.

Bd S n (2) =0, because (2) c AXj,c Bd Sx. Bd S n (4) =0, because (4) c

Bd S2. Bd S n (5) =0, because Bd S n Bd C'4J+2 c d4J+2 u d4J+2. Bd S n

(6) =0, because Bd S n (d¡/+2 u ¿4/+2) =0-

Lemma 9.1.3. L, n C4k =0 for each k.

By construction: recall thatA'4J+2 n C4k =0, and

A^A.jG H /r(IntC4,+2).
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Lemma 9.1.4. Every two different sets C4r, C4s lie in different components of

Proof of lemma. Suppose not. Then a point of some C4r can be joined to a

point of a different set C4s by a broken line b in S0 — Uy Lj. Now Ly is a

singular 2-cell with boundary Bd A4J+2 n Bd S0. Since S0 U Uj Lj is tame,

we may assume for the moment that this set is polyhedral relative to K(M),

and apply the Dehn Lemma of C. Papakyriakopoulos. (See, for example,

[MGT, p. 199].) Thus every neighborhood of Ly contains a polyhedral 2-cell

Dj such that

Bd Dj = Bd A4j+2 n Bd S&       Int Dj c Int S0.

Since Lj n C4k =0, and 7^ n ¿? =0, it follows that Dj can be chosen for

each/ so that Dj n C4k =0 for each k and Dj n b =0. But this is impos-

sible: obviously \Jj Dj decomposes S0 into 3-cells each of which contains

exactly one set C4k. (An elementary proof of this lemma is possible but

tedious.)

Lemma 9.1.5. Every two different sets Bd S n C4r, Bd S n C4s lie in

different components of (Sx — Int S2) — \JjA'4j+2.

Proof of lemma. By Lemma 9.1.4, every connected set If in Bd S that

intersects two different sets C4r, C4s must intersect L, for some/. By Lemma

9.1.2, If intersects Int,44y+2. Therefore no component of Bd S — UjA'4j+2

intersects two different sets C4r, C4s. Since there are exactly m sets C4r, and

exactly m components of (Sx — Int S2) — \Jj A'4j+2, each of the former sets

must lie in one of the latter; and the lemma follows.

Thus S has the following properties.

(1) S c Int Sx, S2 c Int S.

(2) S and B satisfy the conditions for Sx and B in Theorem 8.1.

(Since S has no cellular oscillations in B', it follows that S has no cellular

oscillations in B. Since S c Int Sx, S is "sufficiently small" so that S and B'

satisfy the other conditions for 5, and B in Theorem 8.1. Therefore so also do

S and B. But (2) as stated is what we need in Theorem 9.1. And the stronger

condition using B' would not necessarily be preserved by certain hypothetical

operations presently to be discussed.)

(3) Different sets Bd S n C'4k lie in different components of (S, — Int SJ)
—   Uy A4j + 2.

Evidently we may assume also that

(4) Bd S is in general position relative to each set A'4J+2.

(If not, we move Pr Int A'4J+2 into general position relative to Pr Bd S, and

lift.)
Finally we may suppose that 5 is chosen,  subject to all  the above
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conditions, so as to minimize the total number of components of all sets

Bd S n Int A'4J+2. On this basis, we shall show that S is as in the conclusion

of Theorem 9.1.

Lemma 9.1.6. Let J be a component of Bd S n Int A'4J+2. If J bounds a 2-cell

in Bd S, then J bounds a 2-cell in A'4j+2.

Proof of lemma. Suppose not. Then J separates the two components of

Bd A'4j+2 from one another in A'4J+2. It follows immediately that the lati-

tudinal polygon Bd A'4J+2 n Bd Sx is contractible in 5, - F, which is absurd.

Lemma 9.1.7. Let J be a component of Bd S n Int A'4j+2. If J bounds a 2-cell

in A'4j+2, then J bounds a 2-cell in Bd S.

Proof of lemma. Since Bd S contains a latitudinal polygon disjoint from J

(Theorem 6.3), it follows that J is latitudinal in S or bounds a 2-cell in Bd S.

The former is impossible, because J is contractible in S - F. The lemma

follows.

Lemma 9.1.8. No component of Bd S n lntA'4j+2 bounds a 2-cell in A'4J+2.

Proof of lemma. Suppose that J = Bd Dj, Dj c A'4J+2. Then J bounds a

2-cell Dj c Bd S, since otherwise a latitudinal polygon in Bd 5 would be

contractible in S, - F. Now/ is of period «, and both Bd S and A'4j+2 are

/-invariant. We cannot have/(7>y) = Dj, since Dj contains no fixed point of

/. And no set fr(Dj) can lie in the interior of another, since then the number

of components of Bd S n lntA'4J+2 would be infinite. Therefore the 2-cells

f(Dj) are disjoint, and are permuted by /. Thus Pr 7 is a component of

PrBdS n PtA'4j+2, and bounds 2-cells Pr Dj and Pr Dj in Pt A'4J+2 and

Pr Bd S respectively. We may suppose, without loss of generality, that J is

inmost in A'4J+2, in the sense that Int Dj contains no component of Bd S n

A'4J+2. It follows that Int Pr Dj contains no point of Pr Bd S. We substitute

Pr Dj for Pr Dj in Pr Bd S, force the resulting surface slightly off Pr A'4j+2 in

the neighborhood of Pr Dj, and then move the resulting surface slightly (if

need be), so as to restore general position relative to Pr Bd C4J+2. This gives a

torus T. Since Pr Bd S and Pr Dj lie in Pr(Int S, - 52), T can be chosen so

as to lie in Pr(Int Sx - S2).

Let T = Pr-1 T. Since Pr|F is an «-sheeted covering of a torus, F is a

torus. Since T is polyhedral relative to K( U), it follows that T is polyhedral

relative to K(Ü). Let S' be the component of M - f that contains F. By

Theorem 4.10, S' is a solid torus. Since

Bd 5" = f c Int 5, - S2,

it follows that

(1)5' c Int Sx, S2 c Int S.
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We shall show that the other conditions for S are also preserved by the

operation S —> S'.

Since B is a barrier system for Sx, and S' c Sx, we have S' c Int S0, and

A4k n 5" =0 for each k. Also Bd S' is in general position relative to each set

Bd C4k. Therefore B is a barrier system for S*. Since Bd 5" = f = Pr_1F, it

follows that Bd S' is /-invariant. Therefore so also is S'. We recall that

A'4j+2 n C4k =0 for each/ and k. It follows that Bd S" n C4k is the union of

some or all of the components of Bd S n C4k. Since S has no cellular

oscillations in B, it follows that S' has the same property; the point is that if J

is a polygon in Bd S" n C'4k, and J bounds a 2-cell Dj in Bd S", then

J C Bd S, and J cannot be latitudinal in S, so that J bounds a 2-cell Dj in

Bd S. Since S has no cellular oscillations in B, we have Dj c C\rfr(C4k).

Therefore Dj c Bd S', Dj = 7>y, and Dy c örf(C4k). Since 5, is

"sufficiently small" in the sense of Theorem 8.1, and S" c Sx, it follows that

S' is "sufficiently small." Thus we have:

(2) 5" and B satisfy all the conditions for Sx and B in Theorem 8.1.

It is easy to check, geometrically, that:

(3) Different sets Bd S' n C'4k lie in different components of (S, - Int SJ)
~    Uy A4J + 2.

To see this, regard the operation Pr Bd S -» T as an operation Bd S -» T.

Condition (2) is unaffected by (i) the deletion of the 2-cells fr(Dj), (ii) the

addition of the 2-cells f(Dj), (iii) the "forcing off' process, and (iv) the

restoration of general position.

Obviously the operation S -» 5' preserves (4); the effect is to delete certain

components of Bd S n A'4J+2.

But all this is impossible: it preserves (l)-(4), and reduces the total number

of components of all sets Bd S n A'4J+2. The lemma follows.

Lemma 9.1.9. Each set Bd S n A'4j+2 has at most one component.

Proof of lemma. We now know that every component of this set is

latitudinal in S, and separates the components of Bd A4J+2 from one another

in A'4j+2. Since every two of these components bound an annulus in A'4j+2,

and/is periodic, it follows that each of them is/-invariant. Suppose that there

are more than one of them. Then their union decomposes Bd S into annuli

with disjoint interiors, appearing in a certain cyclic order on Bd S. If each of

these annuli approaches Int A'4J+2 locally from both sides, then it follows by

an easy geometric argument that the number of these annuli is infinite, which

is false. Therefore there is an annulus As in Bd S, with Bd As c A'4J+2, such

that As approaches Int A'4J+2 locally from only one side. Now Bd As bounds

an annulus A's in Int A'4j+2; and if two such annuli A's intersect, then one

contains the other in its interior. Therefore we may choose As in such a way
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that Int A's n Bd S = 0. Automatically we have

A'sn (BdSx u BdS2)=0.

We now simplify in much the same way as for 2-cells. Since each component

of Bd As = Bd A's is /-invariant, it follows that Pr As and Pr A's are annuli

(with the same boundary). In Pr Bd S, we replace Pr A, by Pr A's, force the

resulting surface off Pr\ntA'4j+2, and move the "new parts" of the new

surface slightly, so as to get them into general position relative to

Pr Bd C4j+2. Then we lift. As in the proof of the preceding lemma, this gives

a torus T which is the boundary of a solid torus S', and 5" satisfies all the

conditions for S; the verifications are substantially the same as in the

preceding proof. As before, all this is impossible, because it reduces the total

number of components of the sets Bd S n A'4j+2.

Lemma 9.1.10. Each set Bd 5 n A'4j+2 is a polygon.

Proof of lemma. By (4) and the preceding lemma, it will be sufficient to

show that Bd S n A'4j+2 ̂ 0. If this is false, then

BdSn A'4j+2 = Bd S n 7, =0.

It follows, as in the proof of Lemma 9.1.4, that Bd A4j+2 n Bd S0 bounds a

tame 2-cell in SQ — S, so that F lies in a 3-cell in S0, and F is contractible in

Sq, which is absurd.

Now the polygons Bd S n Int A4J+2 decompose Bd S into annuli NJt with

Bd Nj = (A'4J_2 u A'4j+2) n Bd S.

Lemma 9.1.11. A/, intersects C4k only if k = j.

Proof of lemma. We know that the sets L, separate every two different

sets C4k from one another in S0. By Theorem 7.1, for each/ there is an

/-invariant latitudinal polygon Jj in Bd S n Int C4j. Let Vj be the component

of Bd S — U r A'4r+2 = Bd S — U r Lr that contains h. Then Vj is a 2-mani-

fold with boundary, and Bd Vj consists of one or both of the polygons

Bd S n Lj_x and Bd S n Lj. If Bd Vj is connected, then the component of

S0 — U r Lr that contains C4j intersects Bd 5 in the union of two connected

sets Vj, Vj, and the closure of each of these is a 2-cell with handles. Since

Bd S is a torus, that is, a 2-cell with only one handle, it follows that at least

one of the sets Vj, Vj is a 2-cell. It follows that a latitudinal polygon in Bd S0

bounds a 2-cell in S0 — F, which is impossible. Therefore Nj = Vj for each/,

and the lemma follows.

Now for each j let Jj be an /-invariant latitudinal polygon in Bd S n C4j,

as in the proof of the preceding lemma. Then Jj c Int Nj for each j, and 7,

separates the two components of Bd AT from one another in A/,. Thus

Nj   =   Nj'   U   Nj*,
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where Nj   and Nj+ are annuli, and

Nj* n NJ- = Jj = Bd Nj- n Bd A//.

For eachj, let

Mj = Nj* U A/,.;,.

Then S and the sets A/, satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 9.1.

The notations B' = [P, C, C, A, S0], C = {C4J}, C = {C'4j), and so on, in

Theorem 9.1, were really part of the apparatus of the proof. The conclusion

of the theorem mentions only B, and not B'. Moreover, given any barrier

system B for F, there is a barrier system B' for F such that B and B' satisfy

the conditions of Theorem 9.1. The theorem can therefore be restated more

simply, as follows.

Theorem 9.2. Let B = [P, C, C, A, S0] be a barrier system for F, with

P = {Pj}, C = {Cj}, C = {Cj}, A = {Aj} (1 < j < m). Then every neigh-

borhood of F contains a solid torus S such that

(1) S and B satisfy all the conditions for Sx and B in Theorem 8.1, and

(2) Bd 5 is the union of a collection of annuli M} (1 < j < m), intersecting

only on their boundaries, such that

(2.1) Mj is f-invariant,

(2.2) Bd Mj is the union of a latitudinal polygon in S n Cj and a latitudinal

polygon in S n CJ+,, and

(2.3) Mj intersects Ck only if k = j or k = / + 1.

Theorem 9.3. 7« Theorem 9.2, SAT, < 55B.

Because A/, lies in the union of Cj, CJ+X, and the three components of

So — U r Cr that are contiguous to these two sets.

Theorem 9.4. Let B and B' be barrier systems for F, and let S be a solid

torus such that S and B' satisfy all the conditions for S and B in Theorem 9.2. If

the mesh SB' ofB' is sufficiently small, then S has no cellular oscillations in B.

Proof. Given B = [P, C, C, A, S0], consider the pairs C} G C, Cj G C. If

SB' is sufficiently small, then

sncjc fi f (Int Cj).
r

If SB' is sufficiently small, then no annulus A/, c Bd 5 (as in Theorem 9.2)

intersects both a set Cj and the corresponding set M — D r/r(Int Cj).

If SB' is small in both these senses, then every polygon J in Bd S n Cj lies

in an annulus A in Bd 5 n D r fr(Jnt Cj), namely, the union A of all the

annuli M¡ that intersect J. If J bounds a 2-cell in S, then J bounds a 2-cell in

A, and the theorem follows.
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10. Transverse solid tori. If B and B' are related as in Theorem 9.1, then we

shall say that B' is a 4-subdivision of B.

Theorem 10.1. There are sequences B„ B2, . . . ; B'„ B2, . . . ; Sx, S2, . . .

such that the following conditons hold.

(1) For each i, B, is a barrier system [P„ C„ C'¡, A„ S0i]for F, and B'¡ is a

4-subdivision ['P,., 'C„ 'CJ, 'A,., S0<i] of B„ so that P,. = {F/,4,}, P,, - {Pik}

(1 < j < m¡, 1 < k < 4m,), and similarly for C„ C'¡, and so on.

(2) For each i,'P¡ cP/+1.

(3) Lim,.^ 6, = Lim,.^ SB,. = 0.

(4) For each i, S¡ and B,' satisfy the conditions for S and B in Theorem 9.2.

(5) For each i, Si+, c Int St.

(6) For each i there is a collection {A¡j} (1 < j < mj) of disjoint annuli, such

that

(6.1) A¡j is f-invariant,

(6.2) A¡j CS, -Int5¡+„

(6.3) A[j n (Bd S¡ U Bd Si+X) = Bd Ay, and this set is the union of a lati-

tudinal polygon in S1, and a latitudinal polygon in Si+X,

(6.4) Bd A'y c Int C'4J,

(6.5) A'y intersects Cik only ifk = 4/ or k = 4/ ± 1, and

(6.6) A'y is polyhedral relative to K(U).

Proof. Obviously, by repeated applications of Theorem 6.1, we can get

sequences B,, B2, . . . and B',, B2, . . . satisfying (1), (2), and (3); and we can

make the diameters 5, = SB, as small as we please.

We define the three desired sequences recursively, as follows.

(i) Define B,, B',, with SB, < 1. By Theorem 9.2 there is an S, such that Sx

and B', satisfy the conditions for S and B in Theorem 9.2. We take S, in a

sufficiently small neighborhood of F so that Sx and B', satisfy the conditions

for S, and B in Theorem 8.1.

(ii) Suppose that we have given B,, B^, and 5, for i < i0, and {Ay} for

/ < /0, satisfying (l)-(6)- Define B,o+1, B'¡ +, so as to preserve (1) and (2),

making S, +, = SB, +, sufficiently small so that if S' and B'¡ +1 satisfy the

conditions for S and B in Theorem 9.2, then S' has no cellular oscillations in

B;o. (By Theorem 9.4, this can be done.) By the induction hypothesis, S¡0 and

B,'o satisfy the conditions for 5, and B in Theorem 8.1. Let S,o+, be a solid

torus such that S/o+1 and B,'o+, satisfy the conditions for S and B in Theorem

9.2. Then S,o, 5,o+„ and B'io satisfy the conditions for S„ S2, and B in

Theorem 8.1. Applying Theorem 8.1, we get a collection {Aj} of annuli. Of

these, we use only the annuli A'4j = A'ioJ. By (5) of Theorem 8.1, different sets

A¡ ■ are disjoint. (6.1)-(6.6) now follow directly from (l)-(6) of Theorem 8.1.
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Hereafter, the sequences described in Theorem 10.1 will be regarded as

fixed.

Theorem 10.2. For each i,j,

A¡jQN(Pwr3S,).

This is true because Ay lies in the union of C, 4y and the two components of

So,, "~ Ur CiAr that are contiguous to C,4y.

Theorem 10.3. For each i, Bd S¡ is the union of a collection of annuli My

(1 < j < mj), intersecting only on their boundaries, such that (1) My is f-in-

variant, (2) Bd My is the union of a latitudinal polygon in S¡ n Int Ci4J and a

latitudinal polygon in S¡ n Int Ci4J+4, and (3) My intersects Cik only for

4/ < k < 4/ + 4. Moreover, Bd S¡ is the union of a collection {Ny} of annuli,

intersecting only on their boundaries, such that (4) for each i,j, Bd S¡ n Ci4j

C Int Ny and (5) Ny intersects Cik only for 4/ - 2 < k < 4/ + 2.

Proof. Let {Mj} be a collection of annuli (1 < / < 4m,) such that Mj, S„

and B,' satisfy the conditions of Theorem 9.2. Let

4/+3 4/ + 1

Af„ = U   Mj,       Ny -    U     ̂ /-
1=4/ r = 4j — 2

For each /,/, let /(, = A/,y_, n A/y. For each /,/, there is exactly one

* = k(i,j) such that Pi+Xk = Pi4J.

Theorem 10.4. For each i,j (1 < / < mj), Jy u 7,+i,* is the boundary of an

annulus AJ such that

(1) AJ is a polyhedron relative to K(U),

(2) AJ is f-invariant,

(3)lntAJ elms,- Si+X,
(4) AJ intersects C, 4r only if r = j, and

(5) AJ C N(PiAJ, 48,).
Moreover, the annuli AJ can be chosen so as to be disjoint.

Proof. We start with the annuli Ay of Theorem 10.1, so that

Bd A'y c Int CjAj.

It follows that

Jy = A'y n Bd S¡ C Int Nff,       Ny !lA'ik=0   for k +j.

By Theorem 10.3, we have Jy c Int Ny. Therefore Pr Jy, Pr J'y c Pr Int Ny.

Since PxNy is an annulus, it follows by Theorem 4.11 that there is a PL

homeomorphism «,y: U *-* U, Pr A^- ■«-> Pr Ny, such that «,y|Pr Bd Ny is the

identity and «,y(Pr JJ) = Pr Jy-, and hy can be chosen so as to differ from the

identity only in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of Pr Int Ny. Thus we may
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assume that «,y|Pr Si+X and «,y|Pr(Bd S¡ — NJ) are identity mappings. Let

A=hy(A'iAJ),       Ä = Pr-'A.

Let I^y be the set on which «,y differs from the identity. Since Ny lies in the

union Vy of C,4y and the two adjacent components of S¡ — (Jr Ci4r, it

follows that Wy can be chosen so that

Wy   =   PT-'Wy   CVy

It follows that A intersects C,r only if 4/ — 2 < r < 4/ + 2.

Now consider the other component A'y n Bd S, + , of BdAJ This is also a

component of Bd A. Let Jj+Xk = Si+X n Bd À Let rQ and r, be the integers

such that F,.4y_2 = Pi+Uo and F,.4y+2 = Pi+U¡. Let

N=U   Mi+Ur.
r=rO

Then N is an annulus, and contains C,4y n Bd Sl+1 in its interior. Thus

JU i,*> Jik C Int N,       N n Bd A'ik =0    for A: ¥=/,

and

Pr^/'+i,*. PrJikcPrlntN.

As before, we move Pr/,'+u onto Pr Jik by a PL homeomorphism «y:

{/•«• U, Pr Int A/ ̂  Pr Int N, such that hy\Pr(Bd Si+X - N) is the identity

and such that «,y differs from the identity only in a small neighborhood of

Pr Int N. Since N intersects Cir only if r0 < r < rx, and A has the same

property, it follows that «,y can be chosen so that the set

AJ = Pr-'h'y(A)

intersects Ci4r only if r = /. It follows that AJ lies in the union If of C, 4y and

the components of S¡ — Ur Ci4r that are contiguous to C,4y. Therefore A'j

lies in the closure of N(Pi4J,38j), and hence in N(P¡4j,4S¡). And if our

homeomorphisms are chosen so that the sets on which they differ from the

identity are disjoint, then for each /, different sets AJ will be disjoint. This

completes the proof of Theorem 10.4.

Now the union of the annuli AJ  decomposes the toroidal shell S¡ —

Int 5i+1 into m, 3-manifolds Sy with boundary, each of these being polyhedral

relative to K(U). Each Sy is bounded by the union of (a) the annulus My in

Bd S„ (b) an annulus in Bd Sj+X, and (c) the union of two successive annuli

A" A"
Ag* Aij+\-

Theorem 10.5. Each Sy is f-invariant.

Because Bd S„ is /-invariant.

Theorem 10.6. S, = U,, S,, u F.
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Proof. Evidently

S,= U [S,.-IntS, + ,]uF.
i

Since for each / the sets Sy form a decomposition of S, - IntS,+1, the

theorem follows.

Theorem 10.7. Pr S, = U,, Pr S„ U Pr F.
1 'i/ y

Proof by Theorem 10.6.

Theorem 10.8. For each ij, Sy- c N(PiAJ, 58,).

Proof. Let r0 and rx be the integers such that Pi4J = Pi+l¡v PiAj+4 =

W.-Let

r,-l

A7y= U   Mi+U,
r=rQ

so that

BdS, = My u A? u A?J+l u My-.

Now A/y intersects C, 4r only for /•=/,/+ 1 ; ^,y intersects C, 4, only for

r = j; and ,4,'y+, intersects Ci4r only for r = / + 1. Applying Theorem 10.3 to

the sets Mi+Xr c A/y and the collection C, + „ it is also easy to check that

Mi+1, intersects Ci4s only for s = /,/ + 1. Thus Bd Sy lies in the union If of

Cu4j, C,4y+4, and the components of S, - U r Ci4r that are contiguous to C^

and C,4y+4. Now Wis a 3-cell; and since Bd Sy C If, it follows that Sy c If.

An easy computation gives If c N(Pi4j, 58,), and the theorem follows.

Theorem 10.9. Each Sy is a solid torus.

Proof. We know (by the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1) that F is the

boundary of a tame 2-cell D c S3. Let K(S3) be a triangulation of S3. Then

there is a homeomorphism «: S3<-»S3, mapping D onto a set which is

polyhedral relative to 7T(S3); and obviously « can be chosen so that «(D) c

t/. (If not, shrink «(7)) onto a set of small diameter, and move the resulting

set into U.) Let KX(U) be a triangulation of J7 in which each simplex is a

linear subsimplex of a simplex of AT(S3). Then D n U is semilocally tame in

Í7 relative to #,(¿0. By Theorem 3.4, D n Ü is tame in Í7 relative to A:,(<7).

By the Hauptvermutung, D n Ü is tame in (7 relative to K(U). By Theorem

3.4, there is a homeomorphism g: Ü*-+ Ü, such that g(D n ¿0 is polyhedral

relative to K(U); and g may be chosen so that there is an extension g':

S3«->S3 of g, such that g'\F and g'|(S3 - M) are identity mappings. There-

fore we may assume that the D that was given has the property that D n Ü is

polyhedral relative to K(U); and of course we may suppose that Int D is in
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general position relative to Bd Sy. Subject to all these conditions, we choose

D so as to minimize the number q of components of D n Bd Sy. Each of

these components is of course a polygon.

Lemma 10.9.1. q > 0.

Proof of lemma. If q = 0, then Sy lies in a 3-cell in S3 - F, and so

Bd AJ n Bd S, is contractible in S3 — F. Since this set is a latitudinal

polygon in S„ this contradicts Theorem 4.9.

Lemma 10.9.2. No polygon J in D n Bd Sy bounds a 2-cell in Bd Sy.

Proof of lemma. Suppose that / = Bd 7>y, where T>y is a 2-cell in Bd Sy;

and suppose that J is inmost in Bd SL, in the sense that Int 7)y contains no

other component of D n Bd Sy. Then D can be "forced off Bd Sy in the

neighborhood of 7)y." This is impossible, because it reduces q.

Now let J be a component of D n Bd Sy which is inmost in D, so that J

bounds a 2-cell 7)y c Int D such that Int D} n Bd Sy =0. If Int 7>y c S3 -

Sy, then Sy lies in a 3-cell in S3 — F, which is impossible, as in the proof of

Lemma 10.9.1. Therefore Int £)y c Int Sy. When Sy is split apart at 7>y, the

result is a 3-cell. Reidentifying, we find that Sy is either a solid torus (with J a

latitudinal polygon in SJ) or a solid Klein Bottle. The latter is impossible,

because Sy is a subspace of S3; and Theorem 10.9 follows.

Theorem 10.10. Each set Pr Sy is a solid torus.

Proof. Evidently Pr Sy is a 3-manifold with boundary, polyhedral relative

to K(U), and Bd Pr Sy = Pr Bd Sy is a torus. Since Sy is a solid torus, there

is a loop L in Bd Pr Sy which is contractible in Pr Sy but not in Bd Pr Sy. By

the Loop Theorem it follows that there is a PL 2-cell Ay in Pr Sy such that

Bd Ay = Ay n Bd Pr Sy,

and such that Bd Ay is not contractible in Bd Pr Sy. Consider the set Pr_1Ay.

Since Int A,y and Bd Ay are locally Euclidean, and Pr is a local

homeomorphism, it follows that (a) Pr_1BdA,y is the union of « disjoint

polygons and (b) Pr_1Int Ay is the union of « disjoint sets homeomorphic to

Int Ay. Thus (c) Pr~'Ay = U"_, dr, where the sets dT are disjoint 2-cells, with

dr n Bd Sy = Bd dr,       Int dr c Int Sy,

so that the polygons Bd dr are latitudinal in Sy. Thus the sets dr decompose Sy

into « 3-cells, each of which is mapped onto Pr Sy under a mapping which

identifies two disjoint 2-cells in its boundary. It follows, as in the proof of the

preceding theorem, that Pr Sy is either a solid torus or a solid Klein Bottle.

Thus, to complete the proof of Theorem 10.10, it will be sufficient to show

that Pr Sy is orientable.
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Now Bd S y n Bd S,+1 is tame relative to K(Ü), and hence tame relative to

a triangulation AT (S3) of S3; and every polygon J in the annulus A = Sy C\

Bd S,+, either bounds a 2-cell in A or is latitudinal in S,+1. It follows, by a

straightforward construction, that there is a tame 3-cell C3 in S3 such that

C3 n Cy - A, and such that Bd C3 U Bd Sy is also tame. Thus the set

C,3 = Sy U C3 is a 3-cell. Let g: Cx <-> C,3 be an extension of /|Sy, such that g

is tame, and such that g|C3 is conjugate to a rotation of a cylinder B2 X [0, 1]

about its axis of symmetry. Thus the fixed-point set of g is a broken line B,

with its two end-points in the two components of Bd C\ — A; and B is

unknotted in C,3, in the obvious sense. Now let C2 be a combinatorial copy of

C,3, with identifications such that Bd C2 = Bd C3 and C\ U C\ is a 3-sphere

S3. Now extend g so as to get a homeomorphism g': S3<-»S3, simplicial

relative to some triangulation of S3, and with an unknotted polygon as its

fixed-point set. Any such g' is periodic, with the same period as /. The main

result of [M] asserts that under these conditions g' is conjugate to a rotation.

It follows that the orbit space fi" of g' is a 3-sphere. Since Pr Sy is

homeomorphic to a subspace of fi", it follows that Pr Sy is orientable; and

this is sufficient to complete the proof of Theorem 10.10.

Theorem 10.11. 7« each set Pr Sy there is a PL 2- cell Ay such that

(1) Bd Ay = Ay n Bd Pr S0,
(2) Bd Ay is latitudinal in Pr Sy,

(3) Bd Ay is in general position relative to each set Pr Jrs that lies in

Bd Pr Sy, and

(4) Pr-1 Ay is the union of n disjoint 2-cells dr, with Bd dr = dr n Bd Sy.

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 10.10 we got 2-cells Ay satisfying (1) and

(4), such that Bd Ay is not contractible in Bd Pr Sy. Therefore each Ay also

satisfies (2). These properties are preserved by any PL homeomorphism

Pr Sy <-> Pr Sy. By such a homeomorphism, we move each set Bd Ay slightly

so as to get condition (3).

In the following definition, the sets AJ are as in Theorem 10.4.

Given Ay, let /„ = /; and for each k > 0 let jk be the integer such that

^Wo = Pi+.kM- (There is such ajk; see (2) of Theorem 10.1.) We form the

sequence

À "    â"

and let

D0=U  AJ+kJkyj{PiAJo).
k = 0

Under our conditions for the sets AJ, we have

A:  :      [I   At i ~~   J : ; •
'Jk 'Jk + l Va+i
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By Theorem 10.7 we have

Aj'+kJk c N(Pi+kM, 48i+k) = N(PiAJo, 48i+k).

Therefore

for each r. Therefore

Cl

U   A!'+kJkCN(PiAjo,48i+r)
k = r

oo

U  Aj'+kJk
k = 0

= U Aj+kÁu {PiAJo);
k = 0

and it follows by a straightforward construction that 7)y is a 2-cell. We recall

that

Jy = Mit/_x n My = BdAJnBd st.

Thus

BdDy   =   Jy

for each i,j.

Theorem 10.12. For each i,j, Jy is longitudinal in Sy.

Proof. We have Jy = Bd Dtj, Dy n Sy = AJ c Bd Sy. It follows
immediately that 7y is contractible in M - Int Sy. Now apply Theorem 4.9.

Theorem 10.13. The 2-cells Ay of Theorem 10.11 can be chosen in such a

way that each intersection Bd Ay n Pr Jy is a single point.

Proof. Let {dr} be as in Theorem 10.11. Suppose that the sets Ay are

chosen (subject to the conditions of Theorem 10.11) so as to minimize the

number of points in Bd Ay n Pr Jy. On this basis we shall show that the

theorem follows.

Now Bd dr is latitudinal in Sy, Jy is longitudinal in Sy, and these polygons

are in general position relative to one another in Bd Sy. By Theorem 4.6 it

follows that these polygons cross each other algebraically once.

Suppose now that the theorem is false, so that Bd Ay n Pr Jy contains

more than one point. It follows that Bd dr intersects Jy in more than one

point. From this we can easily show that there is a broken line Z?, c Bd dr,

and a broken Une by c Jy, such that br u by bounds a 2-cell d in Bd Sy, with

Bd d n Jy = by. Since different sets dr are disjoint, Jy is /-invariant, and / is

periodic, it follows that the images f(d) are disjoint. Therefore Px\d is a

homeomorphism. Therefore Pr br can be dragged across Pr /„, in the neigh-

borhood of Pr d, by a PL homeomorphism Pr Sy <-> Pr Sy, Bd Pr Sy <-»

Bd Pr Sy which differs from the identity only in a small neighborhood of d.

All this is impossible, because it reduces the number of components of

BdA.nPrT,..
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Theorem 10.14. For each i,j, Pr Jy is longitudinal in Pr Sy.

Proof. We know that Bd Ay is latitudinal in Sy, and that Jy crosses Bd Ay

in exactly one point. When we split Pr Sy apart at Ay, Pr /y appears as a

broken line joining points of the two 2-cells which have the same image when

we reidentify. It follows that Pr Jy carries a generator of Hx(Pr Sy).

Theorem 10.15. Every polygon Pr /„ that lies in Bd Pr Sy is longitudinal in

Pr Sy.

Proof. There are finitely many such polygons; they are disjoint; none are

contractible in Bd Pr Sy; and one of them (Pr JJ) is longitudinal. Therefore

so also are the others. (Theorem 4.3.)

11. A triangulation of fi. For each /,/, we define a sequence S,y0> &/,i> • • •,

inductively, as follows. (1) Let S,y0 = Sy. (2) Given a solid torus SyVt c Si+k

— Int Si+k+x, intersecting Bd Sl+/fc+1 in an annulus which forms a union of

annuli Mi+k + Xr, let SiJtk+l be the union of all solid tori Si+k+Xr which have

an annulus in common with SiJk.

For each /,/, let By be the "short arc" in F between PiAj and F,4y+4 that is,

the arc which contains no third point Pi4r. Let

00

A,    =      U        Sy*   U    By.
k=0

Theorem 11.1. Each set Dy is compact.

Proof. By induction on i, it is easy to check that if Si+kr c SyVt, then

Pi+kAr G By. By Theorem 10.8 it follows that

Si+k, C N(Pi+kAr, 58i+k) c N(By, 58i+k),

where N(X, e) is the e-neighborhood of the set X. Since the sequence

S„ 82, . . . is decreasing, it follows that

(a) U?_*0 Sijk c N(By, 5Si+k) for each k0. Since u£°_0 SiJk is closed for

each k0, it follows that

Cl U      Sy,
k = 0

=     U       SykU    By,
¿ = 0

and the theorem follows.

Theorem 11.2. For each i,j, 8B0 < 38,.

(Because By lies in the union of C/4y, C,4y+4, and the component of

So,, _ U r Ci4r that lies between them, and each of these sets has diameter no

greater than 8,.)
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Theorem 11.3. Lim,^^ SDy = 0, uniformly with respect to j. That is, for

every e > 0 there is an i0 such that if i > i0, then SDy < e for every j.

Proof. Setting k = 0 in (a) above, we get 7)y c N(By, 58,). If /' is

sufficiently large, then SBy < e/3, 58, < e/3. It follows that SDy < e, as

desired.

For each /,/, let D'y = Pr 7>y.

Theorem 11.4. Lim,^^ SDy = 0, uniformly with respect to j.

This is true because Pr is uniformly continuous.

Theorem 11.5. Pr S, is a solid torus.

Proof. Let F' be the circle in the xz-plane in R3, with center at (0, 0, 0)

and radius 2. For each i, let D, be the closed circular region in the xy-plane,

with center at (2, 0, 0) and radius l/i; and let S/ be the solid of revolution

obtained by rotating Z), about the.y-axis. Thus Sj is a solid torus with F' as a

spine, and D ,• Sj = F'.

Let P', be a set of w, points P'X4j of F', equally spaced on F'. (We recall

that w, is the number of points in P,.) Given an ascending sequence

P',, P2, . . . , P,', such that U *=, P* is the image of (J *_, Pk under a bijection

P* <-»P* which preserves cyclic order on F and F', we form P'j+X so as to

preserve this property, in such a way that the points of P,'+, that lie on each

"short arc" from Pj4J to PjAJ+4 are equally spaced on the short arc. Thus the

bijection P, <->P- can be extended to give a bijection P,+, <-+P'i+x, preserving

cyclic order. By (2) of Theorem 10.1, P,'+, decomposes F' into arcs which are

at most one-fourth as long as the longest short arc of the type F,4y PiAJ+4. It

follows that U, P'i is dense in F'.

For each i,j, let H y be the half-plane with the >>-axis as edge, passing

through Pj4j. Then for each i, {Hy} decomposes Bd Sj into annuli A/y; 7/y

intersects Sj - IntS/+, in an annulus AJ'; and the sets AJ' decompose

Sj - Int S/+, into solid tori SJ
It is a straightforward matter to define a triangulation K(S'j) of S,'

(obviously not rectilinear in R3) such that (1) F' forms a subcomplex of K(S[)

and (2) each set M'XJ forms a subcomplex of K(S[). Evidently K(S'j) gives a

PL structure in S[.

Evidently there is a homeomorphism

«,: Bd S{ <r* Bd Pr S„

such that

hx{M'XJ) = PrMXJ       (1</</»,);

and «, can be constructed so as to be PL relative to K(S[) and K(U).
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Construction. For each /,/, let

Jy = MjJ_xnMji = BdAj'nBdSj.

First define «, on (Jy ![,, so that hx(J[J) = Pr /,. for each/. Then, in each

set M[j, extend A, to two disjoint broken lines in M'XJ, joining the two

components of Bd M'XJ, and intersecting Bd M'XJ only in their end-points;

these are mapped by the extended «, onto broken lines in the corresponding

sets Pr MXJ. It is easy to ensure that the extended «, is PL. Now each of the

sets A/,' -, Pr MXJ is decomposed into two combinatorial 2-cells; and for

appropriate choice of the initial «, ("preserving orientation"), the boundaries

of the two 2-cells in M{, will be mapped onto the boundaries of the two

2-cells in Pr MXJ. Therefore «, can be extended again so as to give the desired

PL homeomorphism «,: Bd S,' <-» Bd Pr S,.

In further extensions of «,, we shall not care whether our mappings are PL.

The xz-plane intersects each set Sy in the union of two 2-cells djjX, djJ2,

with djJX lying inside F' and djJ2 lying outside F'. (The geometry here is clear,

and so we need not list the ways in which these 2-cells intersect the sets

already defined in S'x.) We have already defined

«,:BdS,'<->BdPrS,.

Suppose that we have an extension

«,: S{ - Int Sj <h> Pr S, - Int Pr S„

such that

hi(Jjj) = PvJy       (Kj<,mj).

We then extend «, to all arcs

"ijk = "(/* H "ij+\,k G A¡j+X,

so that these are mapped onto disjoint broken lines biJk in Pr AJ, intersecting

Bd S,+I in points pijk. For k = 1, 2, let eiJk be disjoint broken lines in the

annulus Bd Pr Sy n Bd Pr Si+X, joining pijk to p¡j+itk, and intersecting the

boundary of the annulus only in their end-points. We define an extension

«,+, of«, such that

fh+i(bm) " bm, hi+x(dyk n Bd S/+1) = eijk.

We choose the broken lines eiJk in such a way that (1) «,+,(Bd djjk) is

latitudinal in Pr Sy and (2) each of the polygons Uy eiJk (k = 1, 2) intersects

each set Pr/,+lr in exactly one point. For k = 1, 2 let dijk be a polyhedral

2-cell in Pr Sy such that

Bd4, = «/+1(Bd^);

we choose these 2-cells so that they are disjoint.

Now any homeomorphism between the boundaries of two cells can be
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extended so as to give a homeomorphism between the cells. Thus we can

extend «,+, so that hi+x(AJ') = AJ for each j. The arcs dyk n BdSy+,

decompose each set Bd S/+, n Bd Sy into two 2-cells, each of which inter-

sects each set Jj+Xr in an arc. We extend «,+1 to each of these 2-cells, in such

a way that

«,+, (Bd S/+, n Bd SJ) = Bd Pr S,+1 n Bd Pr Sy.;

and we choose these extensions in such a way that h¡+x(Jj+Xr) = Pr Ji+X>r for

each r. Now djJX u djJ2 decomposes Sy into two 3-cells, and «,+1 has already

mapped the boundary of each of these onto a polyhedral 2-sphere in Bd Pr Sy

U diJX u d, o. Thus «,+, can be extended to give

«, + .(S¿) = PrSy,

«/+I(SÍ - Int Sj+X) = Pr S, - Int Pr S,+1,

for each r. Inductively, we get an ascending sequence «„ «2, . . . of

homeomorphisms whose union is a homeomorphism

h:S[ - F'.wPrS, - Pr F.

By continuity, we can extend « to F', so that h(S'j) = Pr S,; the verification

depends on Theorem 11.4.

Evidently the above proof proves more than the theorem, namely:

Theorem 11.6. Pr S, has a triangulation K(Pt Sx) such that (1) Pr F forms a

subcomplex of K(Pt Sj) and (2) the identity mapping Bd Pr S, <-»Bd Pr S, is

PL relative to K(Pt Sx) and K(U).

Proof. Let K(Px Sx) = {a\a = h(r), r G K(S'X)}.

Theorem 11.7. fi has a triangulation K(ß) in which Pr F forms a subcom-

plex.

Proof. We have triangulations Kx = ÄT(Pr Sj) and

K2 = K(Sl - Int Pr S, ) = {o\a G K(U), a c fi - Int Pr S, };

and the relation between these in PL in Bd Pr S,. Thus the two induced

triangulations of Bd Pr S, have a common subdivision; and this subdivision

can be extended to give subdivisions K'x, K2 of Kx and K2. Let A"(fi) = K[ u

K'2.

Theorem 11.8. fi is a 3^manifold, and Pr F is tame in fi.

Proof by Theorems 11.5 and 11.7.
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12. Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let M, K(M), and F be as in Theorem 1.4, and

let D be a tame 2-cell such that Bd D = F. Since D is tame, Int D is also

tame. By Theorem 3.4 there is a homeomorphism «: M <r-> M such that

«(Int D) is a polyhedron (necessarily infinite) relative to K(M) and h\F is the

identity. Let A be an annulus in h(D), such that F is a component of Bd A

and the other component of Bd A is also a polygon. Lemma (2.1) of [Mg]

asserts that for every neighborhood U of F there is a homeomorphism «':

M <r-> M, such that (1) «'(/I) is a polyhedron and (2) «' is the identity at each

point of F and at each point of M — U. (In fact, this lemma was stated for

the case M = R3, but the corresponding result for arbitrary triangulated

3-manifolds follows by the same methods. Since D has a 3-cell neighborhood

in M, the general result is also derivable from the special result, with the aid

of the Hauptvermutung.)

It follows that F is the boundary of a 2-cell which is polyhedral relative to

K(M), which was to be proved.

A final remark. In § 1 it may have seemed more natural to say that a tame

l-sphere is unknotted if it bounds a 2-cell (tame or not). But in fact it makes

no difference. Given J = Bd D, where J is tame and D is a 2-cell, let « be a

homeomorphism M <-> M such that h(J) is a polygon. We can then show that

«(/) is the boundary of a polyhedral 2-cell; the proof is a minor variation on

the familiar process by which the Dehn Lemma is deduced from the Loop

Theorem. (See, for example, [MGT, pp. 197-199].) Therefore J is the

boundary of a tame 2-cell, and J is unknotted in the sense defined in §1.
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